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Fair introduces latest & greatest*
By Kara Hull
EDITOR IN-CHIEF

Though attendance at last
year's Technology Fair peaked at
more than 600 visitors, organizers
speculate that .with their concerted elTorts to invite Bowling Green
and surrounding area residents,
the event could bring more than
1,000 visitors to the event today.
"We still want to serve the students and faculty, but we want to
expand," said Duane Whitmire,
director of the Student
Technology Outer. "It's been a
conscious effort to rum it into a
community event. It seems like
the University is always asking for
something from the surrounding
areas, and this is a way to give

back."
The 2003 Northwest Ohio
Technology Fair, coordinated by
Kim Fleshman, program coordinator for the Student Technology
Center, will be held today from 10
a.m.- 4 p.m. in the Union
Ballroom. The event will feature
62 vendors from local venues and
national retailers. On-campus
departments, services and student organizations are also
scheduled to participate.
According to Doug Greene,
general manager at Staples, 1080
S. Main St., and fair participant,
even national chains like his store
want to support events like
today's fair to get involved with
the community.

"They said the United States' Policy is
tilted toward Israel, and I said our policy
is tilted toward peace."
U.S. PRESIDENT, GEORGE W. BUSH

Bush insists war
is not anti-Islam
ByletenceHunt
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAIJ, Indonesia — President
Bush tried to convince skeptical
Islamic leaders yesterday that
America is not biased against
Muslim countries, and praised
Indonesia's president for her work
against terrorism near the site of
an al-Qaida sponsored bombing
that killed 200.
In Australia, hundreds of protesters marched against the U.S.
decision to go to war in Iraq as
Bush arrived from Bali for the last
stop of a six-country Asian-Pacific
trip.
Duringa31/2-hourstoponthe
Indonesian resort island of Bali.
Bush praised President Megawati
Sikamopulri, an ally against terrorism, and tried to dispel the
conviction of many Muslims that
the war on terror is, in fan, a war
against Islam. He presented his

case ina meeting with moderate
religious leaders.
"I felt he was a quite warm person," said Azyumardi Azra, a
Muslim scholar at the National
Islamic University in Jakarta "He
responded and he listened."
With gunboats on the horizon
and 5,000 troops on shore, Bush's
visit took him within several miles
of the spot where 202 people were
killed in al-Qaida linked terrorist
bombings a year ago. There were
fears for his safety because
Indonesia is regarded as one of
Asia's biggest terrorist targets, but
the visit went off without a hitch.
Trying to counter antiAmerican lessons in many
Indonesian schools, the president
said he would ask Congress for
$157 million in education grants
BUSH,PAGE 2

"It's in the best interest of students and faculty. Anytime you
open up doors, you break down
barriers," he said. "liven though
we're a national chain, we feel like
we're one of the small businesses.
We want to get involved with the
community as much as we can."
The Technology Fair is also a
place where the small — and
perhaps even student-run —
businesses can introduce the way
they are using technology. Clint
LaForest, senior VCT major, is
one of the owners of Redrooin
Productions which uses multimedia to produce music videos,
documentaries and wedding
videos among others.
"It all goes back to seeing

what's out there," he said. "A lot of
people don't get the exposure of
local companies ... unless [theyl
go out seeking them."
The fair, according to Andy
Grant, system administrator at
the University Bookstore and
Technology Fair participant, also
allows individuals to get information on the latest and greatest in
the technology world.
"I think technology, if it works
right, is supposed to make your
life easier." he said. "So if you keep
up on it. it can simplify your life."
Editor's Note lor mat information on today's Tedinologyliur

visit www.bgsu.edu/offIces/studenmrh/hrhfair/indt'x.htinl.

CITY NEWS EDITOR

The Italian countryside can now
be experienced in Bowling Greea
Cucina di Betto a full service
Italian restaurant opened its doors
to the public this week.
Chris DiBenedetto, owner of the
restaurant said, he believes Cucina
di Betto offers a new variety to
Bowling Green.
"There is not another Italian
restaurant within 20 miles,"
DiBenedetto said.
Cucina di Betto offers a wide
range of Italian specialties including five different pastas, seven different sauces, chicken parmesan,
Tuscan chicken ravioli, steak and
eggplant parmesan.
Tne Italian eatery fills a void on
Main Street.
"Consistently we have heard
comments of the need for an
Italian eatery," Earlene Kilpatrick.
director of Main Street BG, said.
The DiBenedetto family has
been apart of Bowling Green since
1979. The family currently runs the
sub shop DiBenedetto's on
Wooster Street.

The idea for the new restaurant
came after hearing about the
tuture construction along Wooster
Street. DiBenedetto said he
believed the construction would
take away some of the eateries
business.
DiBenedetto's will still remain
open. DiBenedetto said the eatery
will focus more on catering once
the construction begins.
"Since it will be hard for people
to come to us, we will try to come to
them," DiBenedetto said
Cucina di Betto satisifies a desire
for DiBenedetto to have a restaurant downtown. He said he wanted
to be in the downtown ever since it
was renovated.
Inside the restaurant are windows with paintings that look out
on a vineyard.
"It definitely adds additional flavor to the choices we have downtown," Kilpatrick said.
Cucina di Betto is located at 121
S. Main SL The restaurant is open
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. for lunch
and 4:30 p.m to 11 for dinner. The
restaurant seats 60, with six more at
the bar.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST

By Allison Halco
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

•11 a.m.-Noon ITS- new e-mail features
•Noon-12:30 p.m. Discover Camflre Software- a webvideo system designed for online learning
—featuring under graduate student research
• 12:30-1:30 p.m. Digital Video Using digital video to
teach and enhance learning
•1:30-2:30 p.m. IMS TECS- featuring student
presenters
•2:30-4 p.m. Wliat's Internet 2? Find out in this demo.

The
BGSU
Charitable
Campaign began with a kick-off
meeting in the Bowen Thompson
Student Union yesterday.
Travis Chapin. co-chair of the
campaign, orchestrated the
meeting, calling special attention
to the changes tile program has
undergone this year.
Instead of concentrating efforts
on raising donations solely for
United Way as in past years, this
year's campaign has expanded to
benefit
Northwest
Ohio
Community Shares as well.
Together, the two agencies cover
Wood. Lucas, Ottawa and Fulton
counties.
The other significant change
made in the campaign is that this
year, for the first time, only epledges will be accepted as donations from faculty and staff members. Faculty and staff will receive
an e-mail inviting them to donate
online next week. Available donation methods include payments
by check, cash or payroll deduction.
Retirees and dining services
employees will still be able to
make donations by paper pledgecards, although dining services

employees will receive both
paper and electronic pledgecards.
University president Sidney
Hibcau also spoke at yesterday's
meeting.
"We are providing resources
and support for people who can't
help themselves," Ribeau said.
At the meeting, employee volunteers received information to
promote the campaign to fellow
faculty and staff members.
"Its fun to get involved in these
charitable campaigns," Chapin
said.
Other activities planned for
raising money for the campaign
include volunteers canning at this
Saturday's football game and setting up a table at the Union to
solicit donations from students.
Volunteering for the campaign
may seem like a lot of work, but it
is worth it, according to Chapin.
"You get a lot more out of it
than you expend," he said.
The campaign has a goal of
raising $100,000, more than has
been raised in previous years.
"I have no doubt we will be very
Andrew Scharl BG Ur*,',
successful this year," Ribeau said.
HELPING
OTHERS:
President
Ribaeu
encourages
members
of the
Donations will be accepted
University to donate for the BGSU Charitable Campaign.
until December 5,2003.

"A collector with a coin collection valued
at $50,000 can go to a coin gallery and get
$50,000 for it, that isn't the case with most
other collectibles."
RICHARD HOWARD, R, HOWARD RARE COIN GALLERY OWNER

Coin gallery
comes to BG
By Greg Barth
REPOR'ER

KKm
MAY I HELP YOU?: A new full service Italian restaurant opened its
doors this week. Cucina di Betto has the same owner as
DiBenedetto's, located on Wooster Street but will offer more variety
than just subs and take-out orders.
SATURDAY

Partly
Cloudy

•10-11 a.m. Cedar Point- a look at the technology it
takes to build a roller coaster

Campaign goal: $100,000

New restaurant on Main
By Andrew Scharl

TAKING A BREAK WITH
TECHNOLOGY

SUNDAY
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The R. Howard Rare Coin
Gallery, which specializes in
buying and selling unique coins,
opened in downtown Bowling
Green yesterday.
The gallery's owner, Richard
Howard, decided to open a store
in Bowling Green because of the
sales potential he saw in the
community. Richard Howard's
other coin gallery is located in
Leipsic, Ohio.
"We felt the retail trade would
be better in Bowling Green than
in Leipsic," operations manager

.

'-..%. v

...... -

Grace Magnas said of the decision to open another gallery.
Another reason Howard cited
for coming to Bowling Green
was that his wife, Roberta, runs
R. Howard's jewelry store located
downtown, and he feels his coin
gallery will complement her
jewelry shop very well.
"Coin collecting attracts a lot
of males, so when guys' wives
take them to the jewelry store
and they get bored, they can
come next door and look at
COINS, PAGE 2
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INTRAMURALS
Mtn's and Woman's
■ ••Hi Handball entrtcs

Survival Skills
Trip

Man-land

Nov. 8-NOV. 9

Wonwii

Cost: S3S S40

Racquets all
•ntriat accepted Oct.
II Oct. 19

Sign up by:
November 5

Co-Kec Inncrtubc
Water Polo

Email Erin at
ecroley
bgnet
to sign
^ the most affordable
▼ pmonal training in the area upforaFREE
consultation
<V5 Nationally Certified
today!
~ Trainers
Jr state-of-the-art equipment WHY
^ and exercises
WAIT!

BGSU Climbing
Competition
Nov. 22

accepted
Oct. 222-Oct.
O
30

H mumMm to

2

130

PFH, due by 3pm. H
sendmg «a weoiKe.
due by noon.

Cost: $20

Team Handball
Officials and

Sign up by:
November 19

Storekeepers needed.
MSpSe MPB UKC-flDini'
ta«t due by Oct. 28.
nkon
Oct.'20.
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Call 2-2790 for more
information
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• Reality" Spring Break 2004
As seen in
The Real Cancun" Movie!
Lowest Prices. Free Meals &
Parlies Book before Ocl 15th 1
2 Free Trips For Groups!
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashlours.com

Services Offered
Pregnant'' Know all the facts.
Confidential. Iree testing & support
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center
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Personals
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City Events
The Salsa Toledo Dance Company
Presents: Salsa Dancing Parties. Biweekly. Fn Night 10/24/03-12/19/03
at The Ballroom Co 725 Ford St or
email salsatoledo@yahoo com
or vtsil www salsatoledo com

Travel
—ACT NOW! Book 11 people get
12th trip free Group discounts for
6* 800-838-8202 or
www.sprlnqbreakdiscounts.com
Spnng Break 2004 w/ STS. Amenca's *1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps Group discounts!
800-648-4849 or www.slstravel.com
BIGGEST SPRING BREAK PARTY
Cruise with 100s Of Students On
The Largest & Wildest Student Party
Cruise1 Spend 5 Days
In The Bahamas From S279!
Includes Most Meals.
Free Parties. Port Taxes'
Ethics Award Winning Company1
www.SpnngBfeaKTfayei.com

1-800-678-6386
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CLIMB FOR
LESS
Mid-semester fee:
$15
Fee thru May 2004:
$30
Sign up at the SRC

Check out Che latest Hag Football information at nttp: www.bgsu.edu omces satmsc
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Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn S1.000-S2.000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour lund raising event.
Our tree programs make
fund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are lilting
quickly, so get with the program!

It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at
(8881 923-3238
or visit
.fundraiser com
Kappa Delia Open Recruitmenl!
Wed 8-10 PM at the Ko house.
Hope 10 see you there. Call with any
questions 419-372-2871
The Ark Roots Reggae Band
htlp://t hearkband.com
(419) 352-7143 or (614) 372-0672

Wanted
Subleasers needed immed 2 Ig
rxirm house Pets allowed 222
S College. 1st floor. 419-494-3793.

Help Wanted
APPLY NOW START NOW
SJ£25_Base/appt
Flex, schedules around classes
Outstanding resume builder
Cust Sales/Service
No exp. necessary - we train
All ages 18*. Conditions Exist
Call Now! 419-861-6133.
worhtorilufienli.cgm'np

Help Wanted
Bartender trainees needed
S250 a day potential Local
positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 541
Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn S15-S125 & more per survey'
www paidonlmeopinions.com

''
ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
24
26
28
30
35
37
38
39
41
43
44

Young whale
Without in Bordeaux
Guitar holder
Melville novel
Sheep lat
Maine campus
Playwnghl Hart
Vieux Carre site
Word with band or ring
Ancient harp
Picture of a physician?
Doddering
Skip over
Porch swing
Hung in loose 'olds
Actress Ruby
Weasel's relalive
Chilling
Emory University site
Johnson Space Center site
Steel-plow developer
Fifth Avenue

Movie Extras/ Models needed.
No exp. required, all looks & ages
Earn up to S100-500/day.
1-888-820-0167 ext U112
The City of BG Parks S Recreation
Department is hiring adult basketball
officials and scorekeepers. Salary
up to Sl3/game. Deadline to apply is
Tues . October 28. Complete an application at Ihe Park office at 1291
Conneaut Ave. and/or call 419-3546223 with questions The City ol BG
is an equal opportunity employer
VAN PRIVErfparttime.
Provide
transportation to & trom social services agency. Must be between Ihe
ages of 21-65. possess a valid Ohio
drivers license & an excellent driving
record 10-19 hrs.nwk Must be available from 2-4pm & 5-9pm M-F Salary $7.69/hr. Submit resume and
cover letter to lorlg@cre.wenal.orq
or Children's Resource Center, P 0.
Box 738. Bowling Green, OH 43402
VISA/MASTERCARD Approval
Agents Earn $1.000/week potential
No experience necessary
1-800-821-3416 Ext 237

For Rent

45
46
48
50
52
55
59
61
62
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
19
21
25
27
29
31
32
33
34
35
36
40

Toothed strips
Love Italian-style
Griltith Park site
Archaeologist's lind
IRS ID
"The Clan ol the Cave
Bear" author
MOMAsite
Tempest
Impresario Hurok
"Bang a Gong (Get It
On)" band
Crowd sound
Writer Quindlen
Nosegay
Tim or Beryl
Trim shape
Polish prose
Pants
Former queen ol Spain
Response: abbr.
Golden Triangle site
MBA course
Concavity
Arp's art
Nice summers?
Onassis. to pals

Lethal letters
Aid
Way out
Poet Teasdale
Saudi _
Swilt pace
Fancy hotel
Smarted
Anacoslia River site
Cogito
sum
Blanched
Cinder ending?
Elbe tributary
Paddle
Bound
Auto-racing org.

2 bdrm. apt. 1 block Irom campus
Off street parking. One year lease
$600/ mo. 419-353-1005 (Kay)
2 bdrm. apt. avail, now through Aug.
Close to campus' $535/mo. ♦ elec
Heal S cable incld Call 352-2660

S500! Cars/trucks from $500. Police
impounds. Hondas, Chevys etc. For
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558
1992 Ford Tempo Excell cond
67.000 mi. originally
$1.500. Call 354-8306
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4 girls seeking house male
Rent is $230' mo.
Call 419-699-1700

GODODcaa
SQQCOB
We will be hiring
hostesses & servers
Watch for us at
1628 E. WOOSTER

next to Quality Inn

Great Location!
2 bedroom apt with 2 car garage
Call (419) 353-1731 for details
MOVE IN NOW-1 MONTH FREE
1 & 2 bdrm. apts avail, in serene
park-like setting. Includ dishwasher.
heal, water. & trash 419-352-6335

1996 Dodge Ram Pick-up with
newer plow S4700 OBO.
Call 419-409-0086

MOVE IN TOMORROW
Studio & 1 bdrm. apts. Rents Irom
$320/ mo. Call Charing Cross Apts.
lor your tour (419) 352-0590.

3 bedrooms, 2 baths
Fore closure only $7200. For listings call 800-719-3001 ext. H 584

Roommate reeded next semester
S340 mo., new apt., own room, 2
baths, fireplace, walking distance to
campus. Call (585) 330-9831

For Rent

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

" 04-05 Listings Available.
Houses & Apts Pick up 24/7 at
316 E. Merry »3 or will mail.
Call 353-0325 9am • 9pm.

H l<

'1

Furnished. 1 bedroom in Sterling
Enclave. Jan. to Aug. S326 mo. &
util. 440-796-2259, ask lor Kara.

For Sale

56
57
58
60
63
64

0

M

1 bdrm apt. tor sublease Irom now
until May $390/mo, close to
campus! Call 353-4717.

419-352-3445

Crone
Gumbo veggie
Space Needle site
Mountain lake
Lustrous cloth
Star in Orion
Actress Stevens
Greek market
' Ihe night
before..."
Grate
Employee safety grp.
In that case
Writer Emile
Squid delense
Doze

ANSWERS
V

SIN

*" 1 bdrm. apt.. $450/mo. incls. util.
Single room , $225/mo.. 2 blocks,
from campus, quiet residential area
Second sem.. 2 bdrm apts. available
$450/mo Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm

1 bedroom furnished
Quiet building. Third SI.

41
42
44
47
49
51
53
54
55

Furnished or Unfurnished
available immediately.
Tenants pay gas and electric.
Starling at $390 00 per month.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

FROM ONLY
$465!
• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Small pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking

Parent's
Weekend
Special
$1.00 Off

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE,
INC., RENTAL OFFICE

(419)354-2260
Located at 319 E. Wooster St
across Irom Taco Bell.

Holiday Personals
SPRING BREAK Free food, parties
S dnnksl Our students seen on
CBS' 48 Hours! Best Hotels Lowest prices! breakerstravel.com
800-985-6789

2003-2004
CAMPUS PHONE
BOOKS ARE HERE!

Come check out our
Halloween beer
specials!

Bowen-Thompson

Student Union

...and don't miss the valuable coupons inside!

| QYPSV LANE
1 Home Depot

N

t

FREE HEAT

419-353-7715 tiJ

FIGHT THE
FLU!
Get your Flu Shot at
the Firelands Campus

OCT. 22
12:30pm - 4:00pm
Foundation Hall
Room 201
STUDENTS:

THE INFORMATION DESK

!

352-9638
440 E Court St.
Free delivery daily Irom It am to 1 am

Off-Campus Students
Pick Yours Up
Today!
@

fMSmttMM
mmmmt

any large order of
stuffed breadsticks
(dine-in only)

costsio
Must have your Student ID

FACULTT AND STAFF:

Cost $17
Must have your BGSU ID

All payable by cash.
Check or bursar.
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Fair introduces latest & greatest
By Kara Hull

back."

ED TOR IN CHIEF

Though attendance at last
year's Technology Fair peaked at
more than 600 visitors, organizers
speculate that .with their concerted efforts to invite Bowling Green
and surrounding area residents,
the event could bring more than
1,000 visitors to the event today.
"We still want to serve the students and faculty, but we want to
expand," said Duane Whitmire,
director of the Student
Technology Center. "It's been a
conscious effort to turn it into a
community event. It seems like
the University is always asking for
something from the surrounding
areas, and this is a way to give

The 2003 Northwest Ohio
Technology Fair, coordinated byKim Fleshman, program coordinator for the Student TechnologyCenter, will be held today from 10
a.m.- 4 p.m. in the Union
Ballroom. The event will feature
62 vendors from local venues and
national retailers. On-campus
departments, services and student organizations are also
scheduled to participate.
According to Doug Greene,
general manager at Staples. 1080
S. Main St., and fair participant,
even national chains like his store
want to support events like
today's fair to get involved with
the community.

"They said the United States' Policy is
tilted toward Israel, and I said our policy
is tilted toward peace."
U.S. PRESIDENT. GEORGE W. BUSH

Bush insists war
is not anti-Islam
By Terence Hunt
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAU, Indonesia — President
Bush tried to convince skeptical
Islamic leaders yesterday diat
America is not biased against
Muslim countries, and praised
Indonesia's president for her work
against terrorism near the site of
an al-Qaida sponsored bombing
that killed 200.
In Australia, hundreds of protesters marched against the U.S.
decision to go to war in Iraq as
Bush arrived from Bali for the last
stop of a six-country Asian-Pacific
trip.
Duringa31/2-hour stop on the
Indonesian resort island of Bali,
Bush praised President Megawati
Sikamoputri, an ally against terrorism, and tried to dispel die
conviction of many Muslims that
the war on terror is. in fact, a war
against Islam Me presented his

case in a meeting with moderate
religious leaders.
"I felt he was a quite warm person," said Azyumardi Azra. a
Muslim scholar at the National
Islamic University in Jakarta. "He
responded and he listened."
With gunboats on the horizon
and 5,000 troops on shore, Bush's
visit took him within several miles
of the spot where 202 people were
killed in al-Qaida linked terrorist
bombings a year ago. There were
fears for his safety because
Indonesia is regarded as one of
Asia's biggest terrorist targets, but
the visit went off without a hitch.
Trying to counter antiAmerican lessons in many
Indonesian schools, the president
said he would ask Congress for
$157 million in education grants
BUSH,PAGE 2

"It's in the best interest of students and faculty. Anytime you
open up doors, you break down
barriers," he said. "Fven though
we're a national chain, we feel like
we're one of the small businesses.
We want to get involved with the
community as much as we can."
The Technology Fair is also a
place where the small — and
perhaps even student-run —
businesses can introduce the way
they are using technology. Clint
I.aForest, senior VCT major, is
one of the owners of Hedrooin
Productions which uses multimedia to produce music videos,
documentaries and wedding
videos among others.
"It all goes back to seeing

what's out there." he said. "A lot of
people don't get the exposure of
local companies ... unless |rjiey|
go out seeking them."
The fair, according to Andy
Grant, system administrator at
the University Bookstore and
Technology Fair participant, also
allows individuals to get information on the latest and greatest in
the technology worid.
"I think technology, if it works
right, is supposed to make your
life easier," he said. "So if you keep
up on it, it can simplify your life."
lUlilor's Note: far mow information on today's Technology fair
visit, u'uw.bgsit.etltt/offices/stii(Icnltirh/tcclifair/iiulc.x.htinl.

The Italian countryside can now
be experienced in Bowling Green.
Cucina di Betto a full service
Italian restaurant opened its doors
to the public diis week.
Chns DiBenedetto. owner of the
restaurant said, he believes Cucina
di Betto offers a new variety to
Bowling Green.
"There is not another Italian
restaurant within 20 miles,"
DiBcnedetto said.
Cucina di Betto offers a wide
range of Italian specialties including five different pastas, seven different sauces, chicken parmesan,
Tuscan chicken ravioli, steak and
eggplant parmesan.
trie Italian eatery fills a void on
Main Street
"Consistendy we have heard
comments of the need for an
Italian eatery," Earlene Kilpatrick.
director of Main Street BG, said.
The DiBenedetto family has
been apart of Bowling Green since
1979. The family currently runs the
sub shop DiBenedetto's on
Wooster Street.

The idea for die new restaurant
came after hearing about the
future construction along Wooster
Street. DiBenedetto said he
believed the construction would
take away some of the eateries
business.
DiBenedetto's will still remain
open. DiBenedetto said the eatery
will focus more on catering once
the construction begins.
"Since it will be hard for people
to come to us, we will try to come to
them," DiBenedetto said.
Cucina di Betto satisifies a desire
for DiBenedetto to have a restaurant downtown. He said he wanted
to be in the downtown ever since it
was renovated.
Inside the restaurant are windows with paintings that look out
on a vineyard.
"It definitely adds additional flavor to the choices we have downtown." Kilpatrick said.
Cucina di Betto is located at 121
S. Main St. The restaurant is open
from U am. to 2 pm. for lunch
and 430 pm. to 11 for dinner. The
restaurant seats 60, with six more at
the bar.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

™DW
SB

• 10 -11 a.m. Cedar Point- a look at the technology it
takes to build a roller coaster
•I 1 a.m.-Noon ITS- new e-mail features
•Noon-12:30 p.m. Discover Camflre Software- a webvideo system designed for online learning
—featuring under graduate Student research
•12:30-1:30 p.m. Digital Video Using digital video to
teach and enhance learning

•1:30-2:30 p.m. IMS TECS- featuring student
presenters

•2:30-4 p.m. Whafs Internet 2? Find out in this demo.

Campaign goat $100,000
By Allison Halco
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

The
BGSU
Charitable
Campaign began with a kick-off
meeting in the Bowen Thompson
Student Union yesterday.
Travis Chapin. co-chair of the
campaign, orchestrated the
meeting, calling special attention
to the changes the program has
undergone this year.
Instead of concentrating efforts
on raising donations solely for
United Way as in past years, this
year's campaign has expanded to
benefit
Northwest
Ohio
Community Shares as well.
Together, the two agencies cover
Wood, Lucas. Ottawa and Fulton
counties.
The other significant change
made in die campaign is that this
year, for the first time, only epledges will be accepted as donations from faculty and staff members. Faculty and staff will receive
an e-mail inviting them to donate
online next week. Available donalion methods include payments
by check, cash or payroll deduction.
Retirees and dining services
employees will still be able to
make donations by paper pledgecards, although dining services

employees will receive both
paper and electronic pledgecards.
University president Sidney
Hibeau also spoke at yesterday's
meeting.
"We are providing resources
and support for people who can't
help themselves." Riticau said.
At the meeting, employee volunteers received information to
promote the campaign to fellow
faculty and staff members.
"Its fun to get involved in these
charitable campaigns." Chapin
said.
Other activities planned for
raising money for die campaign
include volunteers canning at this
Saturday's football game and setting up a table at the Union to
solicit donations from students.
Volunteering for the campaign
may seem like a lot of work, but it
is worth it, according to Chapin.
"You get a lot more out of it
dian you expend," he said.
The campaign has a goal of
raising $100,000, more than has
been raised in previous years.
" 1 have no doubt we will be very
successful this year," Hibeau said.
Donations will be accepted
until December 5,2003.

New restaurant on Main
By Andrew Schart
CII' NEWS EDITOR

TAKING A BREAK WITH
TECHNOLOGY

Andrew Schart BG Ne«

HELPING OTHERS: President Ribaeu encourages members of the
University to donate for the BGSU Charitable Campaign.

"A collector with a coin collection valued
at $50,000 can go to a coin gallery and get
$50,000 for it, that isn't the case with most
other collectibles."
RICHARD HOWARD, R. HOWARD RARE COIN GALLERY OWNER

Coin gallery
comes to BG
By Greg Baith
REPORTER

MAY I HELP YOU?: A new full service Italian restaurant opened its
doors this week. Cucina di Betto has the same owner as
DiBenedetto's. located on Wooster Street but will offer more variety
than just subs and take-out orders.

The H. Howard Hare Coin
Gallery, which specializes in
buying and selling unique coins,
opened in downtown Bowling
Green yesterday.
The gallery's owner, Richard
I Inward. decided to open a store
in Bowling Green because of the
sales potential he saw in the
community. Richard Howard's
other coin gallery is located in
Leipsic, Ohio.
"We felt the retail trade would
be better in Bowling Green than
in leipsic," operations manager

SUNDAY

Partly
Cloudy

High: 56"
Low: 39'

i

COINS, PAGE 2

MONDAY

Showers

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.B6NEWS.COM

Grace Magnas said of the decision to open another gallery.
Another reason I toward cited
for coming to Bowling Green
was that his wife, Roberta, runs
H. 1 loward's jewelry store located
downtown, and he feels his coin
gallery will complement her
jewelry shop very well.
"Coin collecting attracts a lot
of males, so when guys' wives
take them to the jewelry store
and they get bored, they can
come next door and look at

High: 58"
Low: 42"

Jf^.

Showers

High: 61"

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Bush: U.S. policy tilted toward peace
BUSH, FROM PAGE 1

for Megawati's government. like
Bush. Megawati faces an election
next year, and she tried to appear
close to Bush while saying that her
citizens are suspicious of the
United States.
"Wfe do not always share common perspective," Megawati said
at an oceanside news conference
under a thatched-roof platform.
En route to Australia, Bush
recounted his meeting with the
religious leaders, talking to
reporters gathered around an Air
Force One conference table.
Bush was wean with jet lag, his
elbow on the table to prop up his
chin. He sat with an open collar

and no tie and wore a dark blue
jacket emblazoned with his name.
The day's trawls had begun in
Singapore and ended later in
Australia's capital of Canberra, the
visit to Indonesia nicked in

batmen.
"They said the United States'
policy is tilted toward Israel, and I
said our policy is tilted toward
peace." Bush said of the religious
leaders. I to said he reminded them
that he was the first American
president to support a Palestinian
state, living side by side with Israel
in peace.
But he also said Palestinians
have to fight terror before a state
can be created. I le said the peace
process "will pick up where it left

off' once Palestinians settle on a
leader who is committed to dismantle terrorist groups.
Bush said there was a sense
among the religious leaders that
Americans believe Muslims are
terrorists. "I wanted to make it very
clear that I didn't feel that way," he
said, "and Americans don't feel that
way,"
The president also defended the
attack on Iraq, a decision
denounced by many Muslims.
One of the leaders who met with
Bush had said that many saw the
invasion as "another example of
American's neo-imperialism."
He was confronted, too. with
recent statements bv a Pentagon
official. li.Uii.WlUamG.Bcykin.

DUI test codes enforced
ByAndewWelsh-HuBgins
tH! «SS0CI«IID PRESS

COLUMBUS. Ohio— The
Ohio Supreme Court on yesterday tightened the rules that
police and prosecutors must follow for the testing of dninken
driWIS in a decision hailed by

defense attorneys,
The court niled unanimously
that tests of breath, blood and
urine must closely comply with
state health regulations lor such
tests and courts can allow only
very minor errors.
"A court infringes upon the
authority of the (stale) Director
of I lealtii when il holds that the
state need not do that which the
director has required." Chiel
lusiice Thomas Mover wrote
The justices' decision dealt
with the use of a chemical
process meant to preserve the
reliability of tests of blond drawn
from accused drunken drivers.
Health Department rules
require that a specific type of
anticoagulant be added to the
blood to keep it from separating.
Without the chemical, tests can
inaccurately show a much higher blood-alcohol level.
The state rule "does not advise

1

tin use of a solid anticoagulant
when drawing a bkx>d sample; it
demands it," Mover said.
Cincinnati defense attorney
Hob Andrews said the decision
would have a major impact on
the use of such tests, lie said
courts have allowed more and
more big errors over the years in
tests.
"What they're saying is. the
I lepartment of Health has been
given the job of setting standards
by the liener.il Assembly, and it's
not up to the courts to change
those standards, and that's
what's been happening," said
Andrews, a member of the Ohio
Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association who closely monitors drunken driving issues.
The decision involved a 2001
I airfield County case in which a
man appealed his conviction on
the grounds that the anticoagulant wasn't used.
The 5th Ohio District Court of
Appeals in Canton ruled in favor
of Chadd Burnside. who had
pleaded no contest to the charge.
then appealed his conviction,
according
to
yesterdays
Supreme Court decision.
A message was left with the

Fairfield County prosecutor's
office.
In 1977, the state Supreme
Court ruled that results of a
breath test could be used in
conn even though a police officer took his eyes off the suspect
for a few seconds while getting
out of bis car. The rules require
police lo watch drivers 20 minutes before Hiking the lest.
In 1981). the court allowed the
use of a urine sample even
though the state failed to refrigerate it properly.
Since then, judges, appeals
courts and prosecutors have
used those rulings as an excuse
to permit sloppier and sloppier
test results, said Scott Wood.
Bumside's attorney;
"What the conn did in this
case, they've reined in the courts,
they've reined in the prosecutors, they're saying the regulations are there for a reason.
They're there to ensure the reliability and accuracy of these test
results."
On the Net
Ohio
Supreme
Court:
httjr.llwuw.sconetstute.oh.usl

casting the war on terrorism in religious terms. "I said he didn't reflect
my opinion," Bush said.
Still, Ahmed Hasyim Muzadi,
chairman of the country's largest
Muslim organization Nahdlatul
Ulama. said it would take many
more discussions to convince him
American policy would address
Muslim worries. The Mideast, in
particular, Muzadi said, has "the
potential to divide Southeast Asia."
Standing beside Megawati,
Bush was asked about Iran's agreement to suspend uranium enrichment and give inspectors unrestricted access to its nuclear facilities as demanded by the U.N.
atomic watchdog agency.
"The Iranians, it looks like

BG
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they're accepting the demands of
the free world, and now it's up to
them to prove that they've accepted the demands. It's a very positive
development," Bush said.
"It would help our relations with
Iran, obviously, if they do abandon
their nuclear weapons program,"
Bush added later on his plane. "It
also would help if we end up
reaching an agreement on the alQaida that they hold."
Bush's Asia-Pacific travels have
won international support for his
initiative to help solve the North
Korean nuclear crisis. After North
Korea rejected the plan as a Taughing matter," Bush didn't hide his
contempt for Kim [ong-II, a leader
whom Bush once said he loathed.

"I just can't respect anybody that
would really let his people starve
and shrink in size because of malnutrition," Bush said.'Tt'sasad, sad
situation for the North Korean
people."
He praised Australian Prime
Minister lohn Howard as "a man of
steel ... a stand up guy" for not
buckling earlier this year to his
nation's largest peace marches
since the Vietnam War. Instead,
I toward sent 2,000 troops to Iraq
for die war.
Authorities expected 5,000
demonstrators outside the
Parliament building during Bush's
speech.

Howard opens
2nd BG store

NE

BRIEFING

Hope Taft to be on
campus tomorrow
HopeTaft, First Lady of Oho
will be on campus tomorrow
to open the University's 200304 President's Lecture Series.
She will be discussing leadership and civic engagement
in the information age in her
lecture "Values: Making a
Difference." This is apart of
the 13th annual National
Make a Difference Day, which
Taft has actively been
involved in over the past
years. Taft is co-chair of the
Ohio effort for Make a
Difference Day.
She will be speaking in the
Ix.'nhart Grand Ballroom of
the Union at 11 a.m. The
address is free and open to the
public.
Make a Difference day is a
unique program that inspires
and rewards volunteers. It is a
national day of helping others.

COINS, FROM PAGE 1

some coins"
I lovvever. coins are just pan of
what Howard's store deals in.
Items and services, ranging from
vintage baseball cards to coin
appraisal, are offered at the store.
Also, collectors looking for specific coins can contact the store and
Howard and his stall Will search
trade shows and magazines for
the items.
I loward noted that the the coin
collection industry has seen a
surge in popularity recently, saying, "in the last few years the
industry has seen more individual investors and collectors than
ever before."
He attributed this to the fact
that rare coins typically retain
their value regardless of the economy, and die economy has been

sagging the last few years.
Howard also noted that coins
are very liquid assets, saying, "a
collector with a coin collection
valued at 550,000 can go lo a coin
gallery and get $50,000 for it, this
isn't the case with most other collectables."
During the grand opening ceremony. Richard Howard showed
off some of the store's most
impressive items, including a
1792 half dime, a 1909 Lincoln
penny and an 1859 Indian head
coin, all estimated to be worth
several thousands of dollars.
The grand opening celebration
featured a ceremonious ribbon
cutting by Bowling Green Mayor
lohn Ouinn, and was attended by
members of the Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce, local
officials, and members of the
community.

Visit www.bgsu.edu

Featuring
Tuesday October 28
9 pm Union Ballroom

•Fuse
• Bonus Won
• Meeting (.ions
• Illicit Citizen

Sponsored by the Wttness CmMctim, BACCHUS/GAMMA, $ the Student Hearth Service

WDDLEVIBULLeYiS

NORTHWEST OHIO PREMIERE NIGHT CLUB
1851 Tiffin Ave. Findlay Ohio 45840
419-425-1965
www.wooleybulleys.com

Every Thursday Night
Ladies Night Part ll
8pm til Close
VV/I)| Hist nil

$2.00 JAfcEP POMPS
$1.50 PAPPGT PAY & TOP
$1.00 SMIPNGFF TWIST DPINkS

Oil ir free v\i(r> j^cjr Crllc^c \0 everu] SjrJiJj \iijrt!
Srrr (if Uo*e
18 & Over Every Night
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Duke community speaks about racial incident

CAMPUS

Members of the community submitted their list of I
demands to Duke University officials following a Sigma
Chi fraternity party called "Viva Mexico," which purportedly made light of offensive stereotypes. Invitations were
distributed in the form of expired green cards and a "border patrol"' was present at the door.

get a life
^^Bta^^

http://cvents.bgsu.edu

^^^^^^^

Putting Students at the Canter"
presented by Dr. Gary L
Kleemann, Director of EI .earning. Arizona State
I Jniversity - Fast. Sponsored by
the Bowling Gwen State
University: Office of the Vice
President lor Student Affairs,

7 -9p.m.
Black Student I Inion (ieneral
Body Meeting
207 Union

(allege Student Personnel

The single Paula, raising two
children, meets Paul, a privil
eged but unhappy married
man in Past Berlin,
lamed foriis unusually realisU
portrayal of life in the divided
city. English subtitles.
(lisli Film theater

Program, and 1 ligher
Education Administration

Program
30H Union
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
"Sensory Integration" &
"liiperiential Lxtremism" Art
Inhibit
Sponsored by New Music & An
Conference
Union Art (killer}'

Chinese Contemporary

Painting
for mow information:
http://digitalarts.bgsii.edu/gal
lery/curwnt.cfm
Dorothy Ulxr Bryan (killer}'

316 Union

10 a.m.-4 p.m.

8 a.m.-11 p.m.
Women's (tenter Silent Witness
Silhouette Display
105 Union
8 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Latino Cultural Arts
Committee Interactive Music
Display
This interactive music display
will clear any doubts or ques
lions you might have as to the
history and sounds behind the
lively music of Latin America.
222 Union
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
UpLift Bake Sale
Bake Sale sponsored by UpLift
Mtiairion Building Stc/K

Xan May: The Image of the
City
For mow information:
http://digitalarts.bgsu.edu/giil
lery/cuiTent.cfm
WilltirdWankelman (killer}'
10 a.m.- 4 p.m.
Student Technology (lenter
1'air
()ver 50 vendors, five bwak
away sessions, raffles... Apple.
dell. (tedar Point Wood County
Hospital, COS, Staples.
Ballroom
11 .i.ill

4 11.1 n.

DGSU Royal Greens Info Table
Union lobby

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Radical line: Innovation in

Noon
Partnerships for Community
Action I'rcsenlation Series
.V lion After Stroke: A Physical
Activity Program to Improve
1 Icalth and Wellness for Stroke
Recovering Individuals,
PCA/CITF Support ('.rant
Recipients wport the wsults of
their program

318 Union
2 p.m.
African People's Association
Lecture
/15 Education
2 -4p.m.
liillipop Sale
Sale of lollipops to benefit

II a.m. -3 p.m.
Roving Artist: Antique I'hotos
Come gel a FREE 5x7 antique
image using a complete
wardrobe of antique clothes,
costumes, and uniforms.
Sponsored by BowenTnompson Student Union
Programs,
Union Mezzanine

9:30- 530 p.m.
Ticket Sales for MotherDaughter formal
Ticket Sales lor MotherI )augh(cr formal
Sponsored by UpLift
Union IMiy

11:30 a.m.- 1 p.m.
latinos in I ligber Education
Brown Bag Discussion
latinos in Higher Education
Brown Bag Discussion
Sponsored by Juntos (Latino
(iiaduale ()rgani/ation)

Alzheimer's research.
Sponsored by Sigma Kappa
Union hMry
2:30 p.m.
20a»-2OO4(ieraldl.
Saddlemlre Lecture - "WebBased Student Services:
Putting Students at the Center"
Web-Based Student Services:

\m mi

4 p.m.

Women's Dissertation Writing

8 p.m.
BSD and College Republicans
Minority forum
BSU and College Republicans
Minority Fonim
221 Qbaunp

Please feel free to join us
any Thursday to see if this
group works for you. Contact
Maria 1 X'Rose for further
details:
mderoseC' bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Meets each Thursday from
4:00-5:00 p.m.
Bp.m.

Educational Beer lasting
(tome and learn about (lifter
cut types of beers. Program
presenter will be I )r. Mike
(loonies, Associate Professor
from the I ligher Education
Student Affairs
Program. Signups are available at the Information Center
beginning October 6th.
Registration fee ofsio.oo is due
upon sign-up. Attendees will
need to provide photo ID at the
event.
Sponsored by: University
Dining Services and BowenThompson Student Union
Programs
Black Swamp Pub

--

Correction
I )uane Whiimire was incorrectly listed as manager of the
Student Icchncilogy Center in
yesterday sedition Whiimire
currently serves as the director
of the facility, Kim I leshman is
the program coordinator of the
student Technology (tenter
and is the coordinator of the
Technology lair.

"Laramie Project"
Hie Department ol Theatre
and 1 ilm presents Moises
Kaufmans play," The laramie
Project." this weekend at loe E.
Brown I hcaliiv
at 8 p.m. Thursday through
Saturday and also at 2 p.m.

Saturday and Sunday, rickets
are $5.
■ I he Laramie Project"

8 p.m.

"The Laramle Project"
In the aftermath of the
University ofWyoming studeni
Matthew Shepard. assaulted
because of his lifestyle. Moisis
Kaufman and fellow members
of the Tectonic Theater Project
made trips to Laramle and
conducted mow than 200
interviews with people of the
town and those directly
Involved in the case. All tickets:
$5.1419) 372-2719 for reserva
dons.
loeEBroien Tlieatw

recounts the events and
actions of the people ol the
town of Laramie, Wyoming
after Matthew Shepard's 1998
beating and murder. Shepard's
death and the resulting murdei
trials of his attackers became a
benchmark lor an entire nation
dealing with hate crimes.
Kaufman and members of
the Tectonic Theatre Project
based the play on firsthand
interviews and observations
the) made following Matthew
Shepard's murder

Special Specials frem NEWIPVE
234 1/2 S. College-DW: Sm 2 bdrm close to
Campus. Off Street parking. Cat okay.
$295.00 + utilities.
317 Manville #L: Eff. ALL FREE UTILITIES. Two blocks
from Campus. Off Street parking. $275.00
123 1/2 W. Merry: Upper duplex close to City Park.
$260.00 + utilities.
518 Harvest Lane: 3 bdrm house with one car garage in
residential neighborhood. $750.00 + utilities.
332 S. Main St.
419-352-5620
www. ncwlovcrcalty.com
new lo I t@dacor.ncl

NEWIPVE

Axim
I

Jbffy
■—
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The play will be performed

8 p.m.
Jazz Combos
Free and open to the public
Bryan Recital I lall. Moore
Musical Arts Center

107 Hanna Halt

Rentals

■Pod
,

Paula

Group

BGSU's Northwest Ohio Technology Fair

!i FREE HFFU!
f
fi,H RIFBISHMMTS! «*

7:30 p.m.
Movie: Hie legend of Paul and
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Tuffy Does It Right!

Auto Service
Centers

m

Tom and the crew at
Tuffy invite you to
come in for an
alignment today!
M-F 8am-6pm / SAT 8am-2pm
LIFETIME WARRANTED

MUFFLERS

42*
*J

OCT 23.2003
10 AM 4P.M.

50% off

fn

LUBE/OIL/FILTER
& TIRE ROTATION

Buweii Tiiiiiiiiisuii Student Union

$21

spMisara* hv:

■h .■itjientTech

1

SAVE on om cornptete nvenory o< ice QjaHy Heame
*arranwd m Jlers - good lot as long as you own you cat
**i teu of OSTer ofters. Mast cars and fcght tucks

STAPtES
www dell com

;®s°

QC* Most Cars
CITGO
•W and Light
Trucks
. Includes o* «« erf orange ** up lo 5 ouarts of quaKy
Crtr/a mow 0* .chassis lube, and a complete vehdesatery
■ nspection Rota»altour*ei'*i*euofc-tieiofle*s

s

20°° OFF ANY SERVICE i
00

OVERMOO

Present coupon before service
Excludes dher olens
LIFETIME WARRANTED

BRAKE PADS or SHOES

$29.95

Installation extra
1.
j.
'.■■..,.'.. 1
I cr snoes Repao ***»■ >r-«s ■«• ~*fne romOTra
■
_ recuteo Se"»T*tafc pars »«J'•placemen! parts rnaybtnMOM.
' Btaaaitmlcoa "infcuo'ott*»c*e's *«carsatatojiruefcs '

1087 S. Main St. ■ 353-2444 ■ Bowling Green

fall the Key Yearbook at 372-8634 lo schedule your appointment
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QdOTKIAOroTi:
"If a man does his best, what else is there?"

General GEORGE S. PATTON
(lank<us^u«es.aim)

OPINION

Instructors: using Blackboard?
Reading and written assignments, external links, syllabi and
quizzes.
All of diese require paper and
resources you can hold in your
hand.... right?
Not necessarily.
Thanks to Investments in
technology at the University, all
of these services and more are
available for instnictors to Implement In their courses by using
Blackboard.
It seems that more instructors
are taking advantage of the ser-

vice accessed through the
MyBCISU portal.
According to Terry I lerman,
director of IDFAL-Distance
Education and online learning
689 instructors are currently utilizing Blackboard. During spring
semester2003.1.14(1 instnictors
were enrolled in the service.
Every course offered at the
University has a "shell," or area to
provide information online,
available to them, according to
Executive Vice President Mnda
Dobb.

We applaud these instructors
and encourage odiers to give it a
tryWhile it may not be feasible to
fully utilize this service in every
course, attempting to do so is in
the best interest of students and
instnictors alike.
The Blackboard system also
allows students to stay connected with their classes. Ever come
back from a long weekend trying
to remember what you did in a
class the week before, and what
is due?

Personality makes you good
looking, not physical features
STACY KESS
Columnist
I had a really light-hearted,
funny column written for this
week. I scrapped it.
It's not that I don't want to provide my adoring readers with a
constant supply of chuckles. I
simply have a more Important
topic to discuss: the emphasis on
looks.
This is where you say, "But,
Stacy, our all-wise sex goddess,
how does this relate to love or
sex or relationships?"
To that I reply, it has everything to do with love and sex and
relationships.
Prom a young age, people are
conditioned to want outer beauty. The emphasis is visible in
everything from The Ugly
I )m kling" to Barbie to Miss
America, the over-abundance of
new reality TV slums, our constant fascination with I lollywood
stars,'Maxim," "GQ" and

"Cosmo."

Don't believe me? Take a walk
past the bars on a Friday night
and listen in on conversations.
You'll be hard-pressed to find a
group of guys discussing "the set
of brains on that girl" or a group
of girls staring at some "fine
piece of cerebral cortex." More
than likely, you'll hear that group
of guys discussing the "tits on
that girl" and the girls discussing
that "fine piece of ass."
And I'm just as guilty of drooling over some guy because he
makes great "eye candy."

But for diose looking for a
deep, meaningful relationship, 1
suggest you stop looking at outward appearance. The person
you are looking for may not
come in the package you expect.
Looks have never exactly been
important to me in choosing a
mate. Besides, I have rather
strange taste in men when it
comes to looks. I've always been
attracted to tall, waif-skinny
men. And short stocky men. And
men with glasses or with perfect
vision. And men with goatees or
scniff. Men I've dated range from
6'2" and 160 pounds to 5'6" and
200 pounds. I've dated men of
various races and ethnicities,
I've dated clean-cut preppy guys
and tattooed punks. What I'm
gening at is I don't date men
based on their looks. My only
"type" entails sweet, smart and
funny.
I've found when looks are considered unimponant there is
more time to get to know a person's personality. And the personality is everything.
Furthermore, getting to know
someone may make him or her
just as attractive on the surface
as he or she is in personality.
Sadly, 1 cannot convince the
masses of this, mainly because it
is true that initial attraction is
based on physicality. But when it
comes to choosing a significant
other based on looks, you may
find personality is sold separately Thai's not to say personality
and physical beauty can't go
hand-in-hand. I'm simply saying
you'll have a bener chance of
becoming attracted or more

attracted to someone physically
when you are attracted to his or
her personality first.
Unfortunately, all the emphasis on looks has led to a second
problem: confidence.
Would you believe that even I,
your omnipotent love-sex-relationship columnist, do not think
I am pretty? When my boyfriend
recently told me I was beautiful, I
almost cried. Similarly, a young
man I know—whether he
intended to or not — made me
aware of the embarrassment he
feels about his body. He has a
scar here and there, and he has
lost a great deal of weight, leaving some loose skin. He concentrates on those things and forgets
that, aside from his amazing personality, his intelligence, his
charm and his charisma, he is
physically appealing to die eye
— imperfections or no imperfections. He has beautiful eyes
and a great smile. But he doesn't
see diese things, he just sees the
things he doesn't like.
And we all have imperfections.
It is what makes us special and
unique.
So, I have a proposal. Let's
redefine beauty. 1 don't mean the
dictionary sense of the word,
because, if you look it up,
Webster will tell you it is the
"qualities... diat pleasurably exalt
the mind or spirit." What 1 mean
is. let's redefine beauty in society,
because beauty is not skin deep.
Rather it has nothing to do with
skin or any bit of outward
appearance. Beauty truly is
what's inside.
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Blackboard solves the problem.
The system provides a safety
net for students who have had to
deal with an emergency. A student who is away from their syllabus has a way of knowing what
is due at all times.
Blackboard also allows
instructors to post grades online.
Imagine lieing able to head into
finals knowing exactly what
grades you need on each test.
Blackboard makes that possible.

So far this semester 1,546
course "shells," or areas where
course information and services
are offered online for students,
increased from just 995 shells
from the spring 2003 semester.
The number stood at 746 for the
fall 2002 semester, Herman said.
The success with online
University services has also led to
a doubling of online course
offerings—the number currently
stands at 60 courses with 999
students enrolled, Dobb said.
Though using Blackboard may

become more complicated if a
substitute instructor needs
access to the online information.
Blackboard provides more
advantages than disadvantages—including saving paper.
During inclement weather, the
service is useful for announcements and technology officials
hope to see an increase in usage
then, Dobb said.
But we hope they don't wait.

PEOPLE War on terrorism is
ON THE STREET
What is the best
Halloween costume
you have ever seen?

J0HNATHAN EDMUND
SOPHOMORE, AVIATION
MANAGEMENT

"Mr. T with condoms
instead of jewelry."

DANIEL CLARK
JUNIOR, VCT

"A female covered in
saran wrap."

ASHLEY RUTTER
FRESHMAN, CREATIVE
WRITING

"Breakfast entrees."

A

NAOMI VALDEZ
FRESHMAN,
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

"Four girls as Smurfs."

not exactly religious

4

ZACH HERMAN
Columnist

The Bush administration has
made a series of mind-l)oggling
policy and performance errors
in the war on terrorism, but
conflating that battle with a religious jihad has thankfully not
been one of diem.
Until now.
Army Lt. Gen. William Boykin,
recently appointed deputy
undersecretary of defense,
sparked a national firestorm last
week when information surfaced about religiously loaded
comments he made to several
church congregations in recent
months.
The comments, made while
Boykin was in uniform and
occasionally illustrated by a
slide show, frame the fight for
homeland security as a battle of
faiths.
According to Boykin, terrorists and their sympathizers hate
America because of our ludeoChristian roots. That is probably
at least partially true.
Extremists hate America for
our culture as well as our foreign policy, and ludeoChristianity is a significant
aspect of that culture. I lowever,
the general abandons logic
when he suggests that the fight
for homeland security is not a
war against terrorists, but rather
a batde against "a guy named
Satan." He also says that he
knew he would emerge victorious from a 1993 entanglement
with a Somali militia leader
because "my God was bigger
than his... my God was a real
God, and his was an idol."
Three problems with diese
statements come immediately
to mind, and there are surely
more to uncover upon closer
inspection. First of all, implying
diat an entire religion is evil has
a way of making those who

already hale you more strident
in their spite.
If Islamic radicals already
hated America enough to devise
iuid execute the atrocities of
Sept. 11, informing them and
anyone like them that they are
fighting in the service of
Mephistopheles is generally a
bad move. Furthermore, aligning the government with a particular (kxl under any circumstances is folly, regardless of the
country's roots.
The second problem is
Boykin's"myGod... your God"
comment. I"he taunt sounds
more like a schoolyard chant
than any sort of religious proclamation, a "my dad can beat up
your dad" for the spiritually
minded. Again, the words raise
the question of appropriateness, although if society held
generals accountable for every
stray word uttered in battle, the
country would be in trouble.
The main problem here is
Boykin's obvious ignorance with
regard to the Islamic faith.
There is no God versus Allah;
rather, God is Allah, lews,
Christians, Muslims and people
of many other faiths worship
the same God; some simply
have different names for Him.
Ihirdly, the statements make
litde sense even from a purely
religious standpoint. I am religious, and I believe in the sovereignty of God and the existence
of Satan, but to assign each entity to one side or another is
ridiculous. Most religious people would probably agree that
Lucifer is relatively non-discriminatory when asking
humanity to do his bidding; evil
is evil, no matter who is to
blame: Christian, Muslim or
member of Mindhead. And,
although I do not claim any
inside knowledge, I would
imagine that God feels similarly:
good is good, and bad is not.
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OLDEST VERTEBRATE FOSSIL DISCOVERED
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) —A tadpole-shaped fossil,
believed to be the oldest vertebrate ever found, has been
uncovered by a farmer in a nigged range of hills in southem Australia
The fossil, of a 26-inch fishlike animal, is believed to be ai
least 560 million years old — 30 million years older than
the previous record.
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Jones survives plunge over Falls
business, which made tools for
auto parts manufacturers. His
father, Raymond tones, told The
Detroit News he had to lay off his
son because of the economy.
Family and friends have said
tones had been considering the
jump for years. One friend said
tones hoped to make a lot of
money from the notoriety.
Eric 1-ronek, 21, also of Canton,
told ABC that his friend had discussed going over the falls in the
past, but was driven to act by
depression.
"I think he just reached the
point where whatever happened
was the best plan for him ... If he
made it, he might benefit with
money. If he died, so be it,"
F'ronek Said "Thai's what depression will do to you."
(ones said he made the jump
on impulse, and immediately
wished he hadn't.

By Carolyn Thompson
1H(

ASSOCIATED

PRESS

NIAGARA FA1JS, Ontario — A
man who went over Niagara Falls
head first said yesterday that he
was driven by depression, not a
desire to become a daredevil.
Kirk lanes, 40, of Canton,
Mich., is charged with Illegally
performing a stunt. 1 le is the first
person known to have plunged
over the falls without safety
devices and lived.
In a phone interview with ABC
News, tones said he had been
depressed, but surviving the
plunge made him want to live
again.
"I honestly thought that it wasn't worth going on. Hut I can tell
you now after hitting the falls I
fed thai lift is worth living," he
said.
tones recently lost his job when
his parents shut down the family

doing over the falls was like
"being in a giant tunnel, going
straight down, surrounded by
water," tones told ABC. He said he
"hit hard," was turned upside
down in the water below, then
pushed out far enough by the
current to climb onto a rock.
tones was not seriously injured
and remained hospitalized in stable condition. He could be fined
the U.S. equivalent of about
$7,600.
tones' parents told ABC he had
been suffering from depression,
but his mother said surviving a
leap from Niagara Falls had
intrigued him for years,
"Fie said he always thought
there was a spot you could jump
and survive," Doris tones, 77, told
The Associated Press from her
sister's home in Keizer, Ore. "We
never agreed to it. We thought it
was risky."

Suicides are not uncommon at
Niagara Falls, although police are
reluctant to give numbers. Since
1901. 15 daredevils have taken
the plunge in barrels or other
devices, including a kayak and a
personal watercraft. Ten survived, said Niagara Falls historian
Paul Cromosiak.
Only one other person is
known to have survived a plunge
over the Canadian Horseshoe
Falls without a barrel or other
contraption — a 7-year-old boy
who was wearing a life preserver
when he was thrown into the
water in a 1960 boating accident.
No one has ever survived a trip
— with or without safety devices
— over the narrower and rockier
American falls.
Niagara ferks Police Inspector
Paul Fortier said police believe
they have a videotape ol the jump
made by someone who accom-

panied [ones. That person has
not been charged. Fortier said
lones was undergoing psychological tests.
Brian Menett, chairman of the
Niagara
Parks Commission,
called the stunt "stupid."
"Our people went down in the
gorge and got him," Merrett said.
"That's why we don't condone
this. It puts all of our people —
the fire department, the paramedics, everyone — at risk to do
the rescues."
Water rushes over the falls at a
rate of 150,000 gallons a second.
I.ynda
Satelmajer,
of
Bntmpton. Ontario, said she and
her family watched the man as he
entered the river and then went
over the falls.
"He seemed a bit edgy, kind of
jumping around," she said. "He
walked over to where we were
standing and he jumped and slid

APPtioto
SURVI0R: Kirk Jones survived a
suicide attempt over the Niagara
Falls.
down on his backside mid went

our the brink.
"It was really freaky, actually.
I le was smiling."

Domino players
line up for title
Squaring off for more than
SI50,000 in cash and prizes.
Dominoes was invented by the
Chinese in 1120 A.D., using tiles
carved from ivory or bone with
inset ebony pips. It did not reach
Furope until the early 18th century, when it appeared in Italy,
France and Fngland before
spreading from taverns and pubs
to the far-flung British colonies in
the Caribbean.
According to the Internet site
worlddomino.com the oldest
known domino set was found in
the tomb of Tutankhamun. king
of ancient Egypt about 1355 B.C.
Modern leaders also have been
aficionados, the site says, including President Lyndon B. lohnson.
The game has been eulogized
in poems and stories, including
I'uerto Rican poet lack Agueros'
I tominoes & Other Stories'" and
U.S.-Dominican writer Elvys
Hui/'s collection of political plays
titled "Coffee and IXiminoes."
"I like it because it's a brain

By Stevenson Jacobs
THE

ASSOCIATED

PRESS

KINGSTON, lamaica — Brian
BayUe, a mild-mannered exterminator by day, becomes a cutthroat domino player by night,
clacking pieces together on bar
room tables and intimidating
opponents.
From the beaches of Barbados
to the cafes of Cuba, dominoes
have long been a favorite pastime
in the Caribbean. Now, more
than 500 of the world's iK'st players are converging in lamaica for
the World Championship of
Dominoes.
"Jamaicans take dominoes
very seriously." said Baylie. 118,
who challenges his computer
when he cannot find opponents
on the streets of lamaica. "It's is
an accepted pan of life here."
The three-day tournament
beginning today at the Oclio liios
resort will have players from a
dozen Caribbean countries, the
United States, Britain and Mexico

game, a mental challenge," said
Buxton Rankin, 56. one of about
50 players hunched over feltlined tables at a Kingston
nightspot, preparing for the
championship.
First place is worth $25,000.
second 512,500 and third 57,500.
In straight dominoes, the game
most common in the Caribbean,
a pair of two-player teams take
turns trying to match the number
Collui Rein AP Photo
of dots on their pieces with those
on the table. The first team to get LET THE GAMES BEGIN: Players, from left to right, Kashka Jones. Ralph Mckenzie. Carlton Walker and
rid of all its pieces wins.
Arthur Hall, play dominoes in Kingston, Jamica, location of the World Championship of Dominoes
I jke any game, dominoes also
has its share of cheaters. they were caught using sandpauniformity and discipline to the
Insults — and the occasional fist
Championship judges and sur- per to mark pieces to see which — fly in heated games.
game, said Ruddy Schaaffe, die
veillance cameras will watch ones remained.
Miami-based chairman of the
Matches continue for hours at
players to guard against illegal
Some players liken the game to night, to the chagrin of spouses World
Championship
of
"coding," a prearranged system poker as they try to gauge oppo- and family members.
Dominoes.
of gestures — like coughing or nents' moves.
And the ultimate goal?
The game, while known for
scratching one's head — used by
"We'd like to see dominoes
On lamaican streets, the style cutting across class and race, trapartners to communicate strate- ul pla\ is Iniid.
ditionally has been dominated by become an Olympic event."
gy or indicate which pieces they
Players thump domino pieces, men. I lowever, more women are Schaaffe said. "It has a long way
hold.
or "bones," on wooden tables to joining clubs, entering tournato go, but the light in the tunnel is
Last year, officials banned two intimidate opponents and erupt ments — and even winning.
getting hrighler and brighter."
Jamaican players for life after in joy after a winning hand.
It's all part of efforts to bring

Trinity United
Methodist Church
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What symptoms may signal problems white usmg DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?
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speech. *eaMwsv or numbness m an arm or leg 1 rvjcatng a possWe •
• severe pan or s*eang n the ca' (esckatmg a poss** dot m the leg)
• urusualy l**^. ,agnj bteedrng
• severe pan or teTKJerness m Ihe tower abdomn.il ana
• persistent par" pus or bteedmg at the ir«ec1ion site
What are the possible side effects of DEPO-PROVERA Coneraceptive Infection?
■ u ae us«sg DfPO-PHOVERA About two tfwds of
• r-cal tnah leponed a weight %a#\ of about 5 pounds
(Sarew, *>e *> >• rear of use *bu may contrue to gam «eight after the srsl year Women m one
ed DEPO-I ''OVtRA far 2 yeas famed an average total o' 6 I pounds over
0> <ppro*rmatra. * pounds pe« rear vVomen who contmued far * years ganed an
averaay to'- o( 1) g pourds over those * ftar\. or apprc*(naiely ' 5 pounds per year Women
who contmued lor 6 years gamed ar- average total o* 165 pounds Over those 6 years, or
appro ■mute', 2 '5 pounds pe* 1+*'
■

Worship Times
9:I5-Trtuluu>iuil
ServUc
IO:30SmdoyScftoot\
11 :M)-Conh'iii/mrary
Srrviic
2KI fvorih Summit Stavi
BYmUaCsraLCea* 43402 2527
n*«K4i'»,'Muf»i
Fu4l9 U3 5191
I-. mail trinity*] wend itj:
Praising and Proclaiming I hri\t
al the Heart of Howling Green

■

»i a dmrcai studr of o-er 3.900 women *ho used DIPO PROVERA far up to ' ytat\ some
women reported Ihe foftowmg effects that may or ">*f not have been related to their uso of
UPOPROVfRA liregoar merntrual Weedr-g ameriochex rvjjcUcic nc-vousnesv abdominal
cramps, duvoess weakness o> fatigue, deceased sexuji desire, leg cramps, nausea vaginal
4sche-><e ex irritation breast sweemg and teidemess Uoatmg twellmg of the hands c tret.
Ji-presson. insomnia, acne pe"^c pan. no hjn growth or eitesuve h*r loss. rash, hot
lashes, and |omt pan Other problems wens reported by very lew ol the women m the ctrxal
tnah. but some of these couW be senouv These mcsjde ccWsions. nurvjce. imnary tratt
mfccbonv aOergie reactrom, fanbng. paaiyvs. osteoporovs. lack of return to fert«y deep .em
th-mnbcj-. purnonary emboiu*. breast cancc c cervca cancer If these or any other pn**vm
1
J
I
''JvTRAc»scuss them wth yc*X r*alth-care proNXJer
Should any precautions be followed during use ol DEPO PROVERA
Contraceptive Iniection'
Dunr« the trne you an> usmg Dfl\)PRCrVEfv^
penods mar stop completely < vou ha^ been receivng your IXPO-PROvIRA miectiom
reguuir'y every ) months (13 wee's), then you are probaby not pregnant I lowever if <Ou thmk
that lou may be pregrvaM, see your heahheare piovdei
Hdbcr&vr Tesi Nrmrfiom
. i*cluled far any laboratory tests, te* your healthcare provider that »ou are uung
HrXDPHOVERA lor coniracepiron Celam Wood tests are affected by Ivymones such as
OEPO-PROV1MA
JDn* Werocbom
Cytadren (amnogtutethmside) n an anticancer drug that may ngnAcantry decn>ase the
eflecii*ness of l»l<»-PflOVERA rf the two drugs are gwen dunng the same bme
an be passed to the nursmg mfant m the breast "v* no harmful
e«ectsh.i* W?en tound m the^ ch*dren (MIOPflOVlRA does not prevent the beasts from
producing m* so 4 can be used by nursmg mothers. However, to mmenue the amount of
DEPO-PAOVI "A thai n ;asvwl to the mlaH m the '.-■■
."•- cMdUrth before yuu %ta-t usmglXIO R
tMion
How often do I get my shot of OEPO PROVERA Contraceptive Injection'
CommerKtoddose ol IXTO'
single mtramuscular injection m the butlo
ONLY
at
the time of the l*st median, n h rs.
1
',. . ■,(.—'.■---■'■... —: .' I
"» OHirn y of a cMd the frst raecnon of
DEPOPROVl RA MOST be ave^ «r
hrldbirth ri you are not I re.nr feeding or
6 «ee*s after chadbrth if you are och
■eding H rou wan longer than 3 months
[I I weal 1 bsteaari IrtKesni 0
afler defnery, your heanh care prjnder
should determme that you are not prepsant before evmg you your m*ction o* DEPO PROvrPA
R« only
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& Upjohn
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We will be hiring
hostesses & servers

Watch for us at
1628 E. WOOSTER
next to Quality Inn
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Game
was big
before
ESPN
said it
was

THURSDAY
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School spirit on the rise
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS REPORTER

ZACH
BAKER
Vitamin Z
The
game
against
Northern Illinois Saturday
was going to be big before
all of this happened.
Before ESPN2 decided to
broadcast
it,
before
GameDay decided to visit
our campus, and before the
game sold out yesterday,
the game was going to be
important to BG's season.
For all the talk and excitement that the ESPN arrival
has brought, the game will
end up being the main
attraction.
I'm willing to bet that the
coaches and players for BG
have been largely unaffected by the hype. The sentiment from Gregg Brandon,
losh Harris and everyone
else has been the same.
They want to win the
Mid-American Conference.
The Falcons have some
big big games left on the
schedule, most notably
traveling to Miami in 13
days for another nationally
televised contest.
But it's this game that
could set the course for the
rest of the season.
Northern
Illinois
is
undoubtedly the team to
beat in the MAC, knocking
off a top-ranked Maryland
team and beating tough
MAC teams like Ohio and
Western Michigan.
But it was what occurred
last season that makes gives
this game an extra layer of
intrigue.
It was Northern Illinois
that ended BG's undefeated
streak, and ended BG's winning for the season, as the
Falcons went on to drop
their final two games.
Now, the roles are
reversed.
Northern
Illinois
is
ranked
12th
in
the
Associated Press poll, and
14th in the USA TodayESPN coaches poll.
The Falcons not only
have the ability to improve
their record, but enact a lit tie revenge on the Huskies.
But all of this has been
true ever since the schedule
was announced.
The game would be
important even if it was
being played in the forests
ofWashington in front of an
audience of trees and badgers.
The most intriguing
questions for Saturday for
me involve whether BG can
stop running back Michael
Turner, and if losh Harris
can continue his trend of
having great games when
they matter the most.
ESPN coming to BG is
great, but it shouldn't take
away from the tremendous
display that will be taking
place between the lines.
No matter how great the
sold out crowd, the television cameras and the
GameDay show are, the
matchup on the field will
not be overshadowed. The
MAC has a way of putting
on great games in front of a
national audience.
lust ask anyone who
watched Marshall and
Miami play last season.
It's all about the football.

The biggest weekend in
Bowling Green football history is
right around the comer and the
campus is showing their spirit in
record numbers.
The Bowling Green-Northern
Illinois game was very important at the beginning of the season, as it will pit two teams that
are favored to win the MidAmerican Conference.
Two weeks ago, it gained more
importance
as
it
was
announced that the game
would be carried by ESPN2.
The game garnered even
more attention when it
appeared likely that both teams
would be ranked, making for the
first MAC game in 30 years to
feature two ranked teams.

Then the game
reached a magJ

e n d . .-.
when ^H

Fraternities
have
. special weekend
y^_ plans now that
GameDay has
made
its
decision to
1 come to BG.
" W e
couldn't get
I lent, but

it
was ^
announced i ;
that
ESPN \
College'.
Ci a m e I) a y '•
would make a *
stop at Doyt Perry
Stadium. And with all 5,000
presold tickets sold out, it .
appears that the students '•.
have taken note of the vastness of this game as well as any-

we are going
' to tailgate,
Sigma Phi
.' Epsilon president
I).|.
Devaney said.
"We also have
some brothers
/ that are hoping
to go to GameDay.
On top of tailgating, Sigma Phi Epsilon

nitude neverbeforeseen in
the MAC
(his

past
week-

will also be featured on Fox
News Friday as part of I lie
special weekend.
And while some weekend
plans were made due to
GameDay, other weekends
were changed.
Kevin Spetz, a third-year
student and lifetime Michigan
fan decided to sell his tickets
lo this weekend's Big Ten
matchup between Purdue and
Michigan in order lo attend
GameDay. He didn't seem to
think it was a tough decision
to come to.
"This game is huge. Its
College GameDay. Thai says
enough right there," he said. "I
don't think GameDay will
come lo Bowling Green again
soon, so I gave up the game
up north for BG."

On top of the excitement of
GameDay, the University will
also have its hands full with
parents' weekend, which usually helps boost the aliendance of the football game.
Program Coordinator of
Campus
Involvement
Heather Bishara sees the
game as a big help for the
weekend.
"I know the football game is
going to be exciting and
huge," she said. "Hopefully.
the game will help parents
decide lo come back next
year."
Il appears as if everyone on
campus is ready for this
weekend. The festivities will
start at l()::il) Saturday, when
GameDay kicks off.

Hitting the road Romer
serves up
a victory
By Brian Thomas
SP0R1S REP0RTE R

Mimhnnrnn
Ben Swaiijer BGN >'>

FLYING HIGH: A BG player goes up in an attempt to spike the ball earlier this season. Following consecutive victories last weekend in Anderson Arena, the Falcons hit the road to take on Eastern Michigan
tomorrow and Central Michigan on Saturday.

After three intense weekends
of tournament play, the
women's tennis team opened
up their dual match competition Tuesday with a dominating effort against Wayne Stale,
winning 7-0. The shutout was
made even more impressive as
Heidi Homer and Cameron
Benjamin won every game in
each of their individual flights.
With her victory, Homer
achieved a "golden set," as her
opponent failed to scon.' a single point in the entire match.
"What Heidi did was pretty
hard to do, but she was in the
zone. She handled the wind
well, and strong winds can take
a lot away from your game by
affecting what type of shots you
can and can't take. She played
extremely well and how she
won was a big accomplishment." Head Coach Penny
Dean said.
Lisa Maloney and Susie
Schoenberger only lost one
game in doubles competition
at the top flight, and all six of

the Falcons singles' players
won in straight sets, resulting in
a strong overall performance.
"We were better rested for
this week's competition, and
hungry lo play again. We
played in three tough tournaments in a row. and having the
weekend off helped us. After all
the difficult tournaments, the
dual matches were easier for us
to get focused for and it was
easier to get the job done."
Dean said.
This is a good sign for the
Falcons, who continue match
play tomorrow at home. Their
opponent. Western Ontario, is
bringing 10 players down lo BG
which means every Falcon on
the raster will gel a chance lo
compete.
"We've never faced them
before, bill they had a close
match with Wayne State just
lasi week, so they are comparable to them. I expect another
strong showing from our team,
and am looking forward to hav
ing every player to gel a shot ai
winning." Dean said.

Dillon wants out of Cincy
By Joe Hay
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — Disgruntled
miming back Corey Dillon said
yesterday he wants out of
Cincinnati, an outburst that represents the first direct challenge
of coach Marvin lewis.
The Bengals (2-41 have won
two of their last three games by
relying on their passing game
while Dillon recovers from a
strained groin, leaving the running back in a bad mood.
As he walked into the locker
room yesterday, Dillon said
aloud, "I want out. Trade me to
Dallas."
When reporters approached,
Dillon shooed them away, saying, "Beat it. I don't like you
guys." He then told the team's

Web site employee and a
reporter from the Dayton Daily
News that he's unhappy with his
limited role and desperately
wants to leave.
"When I'm healthy. I still don't
get the ball over 20 times a
game," Dillon said. "So it really
doesn't matter, healthy or
unhealthy."
During his seven-year career,
Dillon has repeatedly groused
that he doesn't get the ball
enough. Dillon is one of only
four players in NFL history to
rush for 1,000 yards in each of his
first four seasons.
"Do I feel a little bit stepped
on? Yeah, I do," Dillon said.
"Have I been feeling Oiis way for
a long time? Yes, I have. It has
nothing to do with the new

regime here, the coaches. This
boils back to '97, and it's been
like this for a long lime with
me."
Dillon has been lewis'
biggest problem in the locker
room since he took over as head
coach last lanuary. Dillon was
the only regular to skip a voluntary minicamp, and the only
player to show up late for the
start of training camp.
Lewis was expected to discuss Dillon's remarks following
practice.
Dillon's outburst couldn't
have come at a worse time for
lewis. The Bengals are coming
off a 34-26 victory over

NSednnmAPPtioio

Baltimore that moved them UPSET: Cincinnati Bengals running back Corey Dillon said yestertacklnto contention in the AFC day ,„.,, he |s unhappy an(j wgnts ^ of Cjncjnnati
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Bulger, Garcia fantasy studs
By Rob Vaughn and Ion Goebel
cuisr mormrts

The whacky 2003 NIL season
continued last week with close
calls, down-to-the- wire finishes,
and great individual performances.
The Haiders came about an
arms length away from making
things interesting against the
( liu-ls.

Travis Henry and LaDanfaUl
Tomlinson proved that they can
still put up some rather gawk)
numhers. Oh. anil for all you
Browns fans, the led* anil I lycle
season continues as the Dawgs
lost a tough one to the uscd-m-hc
winless San 1 >iego (lungers.
Tampa Bay also continued
their lackluster season with a loss
to i'risco . . Icrrcll (Kvens will he
mouthing off ahout it all week
even though he dropped four
pilSSCS.

Are the (lowboys really 5 and I ?
I iisily. Slew McNair looks to he in
MVP form, as Icnnessir put a
whoopin' on Carolina and tl»<-ir
stingy defense

Week 7 was nice, but then.1 is no
reason Week H won't he even better, given some outstanding
iii,Hi Imp-, on the -laic.
Quarterbacks — These guys
need to he in the game:
Marc Bulger has gracefully
helped St. louis fans to forget
about Kurt Warner and his loudmouth wife i|iiite fast. Bulger's
numbers haw bean In impressive and there is no reason tiiat
success will slow down (his week
against a weak Stealers' defense
in Pittsburgh.
lust think how much of a fanlasy weapon Bulger will l>e when
Marshall I aulk comes hack next
week.
Ii-lt i iarda is a solid pick against
the
not-so-tough
Arizona
Cardinals, (iarcia put up huge
numbers against Tampa Bay and
must he licking his chops at the
chance to have two si ilid weeks in
a row. He desperately wants to
please fantasy owners nationwide.
As for the obvious pick ... yes,
Peyton Manning will light up

Hearst to put up good receiving
numbers to boot.
Clinton i'oriis is going to be
CTUCial for Denver! as they are
down to third-string QB and former Arena Football stud. Danny
Kanell. I ook for Portis to do
some damage on the ground and
with the passing attack, even
against the Ravens.
Running backs — Run to the
Gatorade cooler and grab a cold
beverage:
Don't believe all the hype in
Pittspuke about lerome Bettis
becoming 'more involved' in the
Steeler offense. Aside from being
old and slow, Bettis is not the
answer to the Steeler woes.
Curtis Martin's career is dwindling fast and it won't catch life
against the Kagles' nin defense
this week. Their defense won the
game for the winged warriors last
week and they can shut down the
lets this week.
Wide Receivers — Runnin' as
fast as Kobe from the courthouse
Keenan McCardell has become
a major downfield threat for the

I louston at home.
Quarterbacks — lust like
Northern Illinois QB losh I laldi.
these guys are in for a rough
weekend:
IX-spite recent stellar performances. Quincy Carter is going to
have to ride some pine against
lamps Bay. Although they have
been inconsistent, the Hues are
going to be hungry for a win at
home this week. The Dallas win
streak may fade fast
Couch ... Holcomb ... Couch
... Holcomb As a Browns fan,
Rob is hating the inconsistencies.
As a sorry Bengals fan, Ion is loving the QB meltdown in
Cleveland. We both agree.. .both
QBs need to warm the bench
against a New England defense
that has made big plays all year
long. Maybe Nate Hybl is the
answer.
Running backs — These guys
shine like PI Pope:
lust as (iarcia will light up
'Zonai so will Garrison Hearst,
who ran extremely well against
the Hues last week. Look for

Bucs and he knows how to find
the end zone: look for him to capitalize in Dallas.
Has Steve Smith been impressive recently or what? New
Orleans has been week defensively all year long and look for
Smith and Carolina to air it out
this weekend.
Even though he is on a bye
week this week. lerry Porter
showed he is still fo' real as he
played well against a good KC
team on Monday night. Picking
up Palter as a free agent would be
a wise move in any fantasy
league.
Wide Receivers — 1 lands are as
cold as a fresh pizza at the Union.
Without lake Plummer, life
could be rough for Rod Smith.
This might he a good week for
Rocky Rod to take a rest against
the Ravens and watch Clinton
Portis nin the ball.
Amani Toomer and Ike I lilliard
have been fighting for receptions
all year. Starting them against an
undefeated Minnesota team is
not advised tilis week.

Tight ends, Kickers and
Defenders — They are still important, even though we put them
last.
Even though Rod Smith may
miss lake Plummer. Shannon
Sharpe will not. Look for the
future Hall of Famer to put up big
numbers against his former team
in Baltimore. Sharpe will he a
good option for QB Danny
Kanell.
John Kasay has hit some long
field goals this season and has
also shown nice accuracy, look
for him to score some big points
for a Carolina offense that will
have some fun with New Orleans.
Not a whole lot of favorable
match-ups this week for the
defenses. I lowcver. New England
at home vs. the QB-controversyridden Browns might lie a nice
option. Also, who knows if Willy
Green will nm for 20 yards or 120
yards.

Berlovan next
up in'Take 10"
about being a student athlete?
"Balancing my time, keeping my grades up and doing
well at soccer at the same
time."
4. What is your favorite
sports movie?
"Rudy."
5. How far do you think the
women's soccer team can go
this season?
"I think we can definitely
win the MAC final, even
though we're not doing as well
as I would have liked in the
MAC this year. I think we can
win the MAC final and make it
to the NCAA tournament."
6. If you could change one
thing about the city of
Bowling Green, what would it
be?
"I wish it wasn't home of the
National
Tracktorpulling
Championships ... that's
about it actually, I like BG."
7. What is your favorite proPH TOPWWOEO
fessional sports team?
"The Cleveland Browns."
TAKES UP THE CHALLENGE: Cutline goes here fill the space so
8. If you were stranded on a
that the cutline tills the space
desert island, and could only
have one album, what would
By Zach Baker
only more fun and less con- it be?
SPORTi IDIIOR
trived.
"Madonna:The Immaculate
It's another week of "Take
So, let's "Take 10" with Jenny Collection."
10." as women's soccer player Berlovcn.
9. Who would win in a light
1. What is your favorite BG between Mickey Mouse and
leiiny Berlovn steps up to the
challenge of answering our memory?
Bugs Bunny?
"Winning the game against
difficult questions, "lake 10"
"Bugs Bunny ... because
is our way of letting you. the Buffalo on Nov. (i last year to Mickey Mouse seems nicer
reader, get to know the ath- get us to the second round of and Bugs Bunny has bigger
letes of Bowling Green a little the MAC playoffs."
teeth."
bit better.
2. What song motivates you?
10. "What's the best thing
This week, fenny answers
"Nelly's
Shake
your about playing soccer?"
questions on music, films and lailfeather'
because
it
"Being with the girls, staying
reminds me of Falcons and it's in shape and being the prettithe women's soccer team.
"fake 10" is another version on our warm-up tape."
est team in the MAC."
i. What is the toughest part
of the Budweiser Hotseat,

Tony Osjak AP Ptioto

KEEPING IT REAL: Cleveland Cavaliers LeBron James drives toward the basket against the
Washington Wizards Chris Whitney in the first quarter of yesterday's Cavs-Wizards game. James is
keeping his expectations for the upcoming season realistic.

LeBron keeping his
expectations realistic
By lorn Withers
THE »SS0Ci»Ul> PRtSS

CLEVELAND — UBron
lames has expectations for his
rookie season, too. Realistic
ones.
Unlike others, the Cavaliers'
rookie guard isn't counting on
making the All-Star team, lead-
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DUbU College of Musical Arts
■ OWIING GREEN

STATE
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SOUNDS OF
THE STADIUM

STOpeNfT spalls
"All Day, Everyday"
lie JR.? i
"

I)

^

Mon:
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat:
Sun:

featuring

11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
1lam-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am

The Falcon Marching Band

EJiud^ni

lames, the most hyped player
to make (he jump from high
school to the pros, understands
he's a work in progress.
"I ain't finished," he said. "I'm
only 18 years old. I probably
won't reach my peak until I'm
LEBRON,PAGE 9

Become A Peer Educator
Peer Education is a part of the Wellness
Connection, located in room 170 Health Center.
Peer Educators provide the campus community
with students who are trained to present
programs on a variety of topics.
• Design livers lor campus
activities involving hcahli issues
• Assist in the annual Spring
Student Health Fair
• Complete and compile
numerous evaluation results.

(papa)
££ ^T ^g

ing his team to the NBA playoffs
and finding a cure for the common cold in year one.
"I know people expect me to
do things," he said. "I expect me
to do things also, hut I'm here to
help my teammates. People
expect me to lie an All-Star. I'm
going to do the best I can."

• Become a part of a Health Team:
Nutrition, Alcohol/Sexual Health

cash, checks
Come and hear ihe music from the FMBs 200) season!

1 Lar e 1 ,tem

9'

• Organize and Manage major health
promotion projects.

SUNDAY, OCT. 26 AT 3 P.M.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center

• Network with health professionals on
a daily basis.

TICKETS: S8 adults and $5 students

\o coupon
necessary

I

CALL: 419/372-8171 or 800/589-2224
t cnlci Box Ollicc Open Wickdays Noon to ci p.m.

I

Questions Call: 372-9355
Register for HHS 440 #20378

2 credit hours

SPORTS
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James puts
Cavs back
on the air

Thursday. October 23.2003 9

Davis declines to
name starting QB

LEBRON. FROM PAGE 8

about 25. so I got a lot of time."
Too bad nobody seems to want
lo give him any.
One week before lames plays
in his first regular-season game
as a pro, it already feels as if the
Akron phenom has been in the
league for a few years.
lames is everywhere. His smiling face adonis magazine covers
and wine-and-gold No. 23
Cavaliers jerseys have become
trendy chic across northeast
Ohio.
There are local commercial
radio spots featuring him, and
the league is even using lames in
promos for its upcoming season.
He's already made one national
TV appearance as the Cavaliers
game last week against the Los
Angeles hikers was carried by
INT.
Because of James, the
Cavaliers, who went 17-65 last
season and haven't been on network TV for the past three seasons, will be on 13 times in 200304.
Charles Barkley said lames and
his teammates are not yet ready
for prime time.
The former All-Star, now a
color analyst for TNT, said his
network and others are doing a
"disservice" to lames by showcasing him so early in the season.
The exposure is giving fans the
perception that lames is a bona
fide star when in reality he's an

unproven rookie on an inexperienced team.
"It's too much, too soon,"
Barkley said Tuesday during a
media conference call. "I want
LeBron to do well, but he's got a
long way to go. "ESPN, the NBA
and TNT are doing this kid a disservice throwing him out there
and making him the focus."
Like most of the NBAs firstyear players, lames has had an
inconsistent preseason. He's
averaging 10.3 points, 5.3
rebounds, a team-leading 4.3
assists and 4.0 turnovers through
his first six exhibition games.
The Cavaliers (3-31 host the
Washington Wizards in their final
home
preseason
game
Wednesday.
While lames has a shown a
keen sense of court awareness
with some nifty passes, he has
also unveiled a flawed perimeter
game.
He's shooting just 27-for-82 (33
percent) from the field, including
l-for-13 on 3-pointers that are
nearly five feet further back than
the ones he used to launch in
high school.
"It's a lot different," he said of
the long-range shots. "I just
haven't been focusing on it. I've
just been letting it fly, thinking
I'm going to make it. On Sunday,
I was really focusing on my shot
and it was falling for me."
Tony Dejik AP Kioto

Testimonies may
prove to be crucial
By Ion Sarche
1 HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

EAGLE Colo. — With questions raised about the quality of
evidence in the Kobe Bryant sexual assault case, testimony from
the Los Angeles lakers guard and
the 19-year-old woman accusing
him of rape may play a crucial
role at trial.
Bryant is familiar with dealing
with the media and has already
sat in front of TV cameras and
confessed to adultery.
His 19-year-old accuser, however, will have to discuss graphic
details of her encounter with
Bryant and be ready for difficult
questions from his attorneys —
and may have to do so in front of
an international television audience.
"She's had a lot of practice
being attacked by the defense
already," said Wendy Murphy, a
victim's advocate and professor
at the New England School of
Liu "It helps build thick skin,
helps prepare her and limit her
anxiety."
liagle County ludge Frederick
Gannett ruled Monday that pros-

ecutors presented enough evidence at Bryant's preliminary
hearing to send the case to district court for a potential trial.
But in a nine-page ruling,
Gannett said some of the evidence appeared to have questionable value and said prosecutors offered only enough to get
the case to trial. Bryant's first
appearance in district court is
scheduled for Nov. 10.
Until then, legal analysts said,
there will be little activity in the
case. But they said prosecutors
will probably begin preparing the
woman for her role.
"It's a fairly long checklist of
stuff they're going to have to go
through with her, including taking the sting out of the defense
case." said David Lugert, a former
state and federal prosecutor.
That could mean uncomfortable questions from both sides
about her sexual past, mental
health and medical history,
Lugert said.

APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE NOW!
EFFICIENCIES
i1 tjearooms
Bedrooms
2 Bedrooms
Furnished
and
Unfurnished
*£S1
Units
with
Good Service
Several
Locations
Available
JOHN NEWLOVE KEAI. ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street Bowling lirain, (III
I scaled Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) .154-2260.
Hours - Monday lo Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
wJohnnewlovcrcalrslatc.com

IN OR OUT? Cleveland Browns quarterback Kelly Holcomb fires a 6-yard touchdown pass to Dennis Northcutt in the fourth quarter
against the San Diego Chargers. Holcomb came off the bench for starter Tim Couch and engineered two fourth-quarter touchdown
drives, further fueling the quarterback controversy in Cleveland.
By Tom Withers
THE ASS0CIAIE 0 PRESS

BEREA, Ohio — Browns
coach Butch Davis isn't saying if
he's going to start the quarterback with the broken leg or the
one with the battered confidence.
Davis wouldn't announce
yesterday
whether
Kelly
Holcomb or Tim Couch will be
the starter Sunday at New
England.
"We'll have an update probably some time, 12 o'clock on
Sunday," a very vague Davis
said following practice. "Stay
tuned."
Is Davis keeping his starter a
secret just to keep the Patriots
guessing until kickoff?
"No," he said. "It's just that
we're waiting to make the decision on Sunday."
And so, Cleveland's neverending soap opera at quarterback continues.
On Monday, Davis said he
would make his decision by
mid-week. He had wanted to
first check on the health of
Holcomb, who made his first
appearance in a game last week
since breaking his right leg on
Sept. 21 at San Francisco.
Holcomb came off the bench

to relieve Couch late in the
third quarter of Sunday's loss to
San Diego.
Holcomb said he has
improved but isn't 100 percent.
He also revealed that he has
torn ligaments in his right ankle
— an injury that until now went
iinreported by the team.
Holcomb talked to the media
before practice, perhaps a sign
that he'll make his first start in
five weeks.
"My leg feels 100 percent better than it did last week," said
Holcomb, who seemed to have
an extra bounce in his step during the portion of practice open
lo reporters."There's still a little
bit of soreness in there, but it's
getting better."
Although Holcomb wasn't
completely healed last week,
that didn't stop Davis from
bringing him in after Couch
threw the second of two costly

interceptions,
Holcomb sparked the
Browns, throwing a pair of TD
passes in the fourth quarter to
get Cleveland within three
points before San Diego kicked
a late field goal for a 26-20 win.
On Monday, Davis acknowledged that he had put
I lolcomb at risk by putting him

in before he was completely
recovered.
Holcomb didn't complain
and never questioned whether
he was jeopardizing his season
by getting hurt worse.
"You don't think about thai."
he said. "You take a risk every
lime you step on the field. You
never know what's going to
happen. They told me to go in.
so 1 did."
Holcomb said he's ready if
the Browns need him again.
"1 think 1 can run the
offense," he said. "I don't think I
can run well. Another week
would help, bin I'm ready. If I'm
called upon, then you gotta go
in there and you gotta play."
Meanwhile, the Browns'
offensive line has apparently
lost another starter.
Left tackle Barry Stokes, who
has been battling a severely
sprained right ankle since Week
2, was in a fitted cast and on
crutches.
Davis said Stokes did not
break the ankle and that the
cast was just to immobilize it.
If Stokes can't play, loaquin
Gonzalez will make his first
career start Sunday. Gonzalez
played the entire second hall

last week when Stokes reaggravated his injury.
The Browns are also likely to
be without starling center Jeff
Faine and left guard Shaun
O'Hara for the second straight
week because of knee injuries.
Neither practiced Wednesday.
Running back William Green
(shoulder) and right tackle
Ryan Tucker (chestl were listed
as probable on the injuryreport.
Green had to leave Sunday's
game in the first half after taking a hard hit. X-rays were negative but he was limited in the
second half.
On Monday. Green had his
right arm in a sling, but Davis
said the Browns' leading rusher
look pan in practice on yesterday.
"He can do everything,"
Davis said. "We just didn't hit
him."

The Browns have a bye next
week, but Davis said that will
not factor into his decision
about who plays against the
Patriots.
"We're trying to win this football game," he snapped, "and
that's the bottom line."

419-353-5751

1225 N. Main St.
www.ThayerBG.com

TYiaycrTOYOTA

Megan Marten,

BGSU Vehicle Sales Representative
(419) 373-1889,
Cell (419) 575-0060
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Kappa Delta Big Little Pairs
Jen Sotak
Erita Preston
Tricia Tintelnot
Ashlee Hite
Shawna Neal
Kristy Jasinski
Sarah Casto

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Campus Events
2 TICKETS
BGSU vs Northern Illinois
Indoor stadium club
Best seats in the house
Many perks
Musi be 21 years old
Call (419) 509-0909

City Events
The Salsa Toledo Dance Company
Presents: Salsa Dancing Parties. Biweekly. Fri Night 10'24K>3-12/19/03
at The Ballroom Co. 725 Ford St or
email salsatoledo@yahoo.com
or visit www salsatoledo.com

Travel

Help Wanted

WINTER AND SPRING BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now!
www.Sunchase.com
or call 1-800-SUNCHASE today!

(-part-time.
Provide
transportation to & from social services agency Must be between the
ages ot 21-65. possess a valid Ohio
drivers license & an excellent driving
record. 10-19 hrs./wk Must be available trom 2-4pm & 5-9pm M-F Salary S7.69/hr. Submit resume and
cover letter to lorls@crc.wcnel.org
or Children's Resource Center. P.O.
Box 738, Bowling Green, OH 43402.

Services Offered
Pregnant? Know all the tacts.
Confidential, free testing & support.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals

—ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get
12th trip tree Group discounts (or
6. 800-838-8202 or
CANCUN. ACAPULCO
NASSAU. JAMAICA!
7 Nights Irom S459 -t tax!
Includes Breaktasts. Dinners.
20-50 Hours Free Drinks!
Guaranteed Lowest Prices & Best
Party Schedule. The Only Spring
Break Company Recognized For
Outstanding Ethics1 Visit The BEST
Spring Break Site On The Web View 100s Ot Hotel Videos
And Reviews at

www SpfingBieaKTtavel.cam
1-800-678-6386
Reality" Spring Break 2004
As seen in
"The Real Cancun" Movie!
Lowest Prices. Free Meals &
Parties Book belore Oct 15th1
2 Free Trips For Groups1
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
Spring Break 2004 w/ STS. America's #1 Student Tour Operator Hiring campus reps Group discounts!
800-648-4849 or WWW,5|stfaye|,C0m
SPRING BREAK 2004' Beach Lite
Vacations! Jamaica. Cancun.
Acapulco. Bahamas. Florida.
Sell Trips Earn Cash. Travel Free!
Call 1 -800-733-6347
www.beachlilevacations.com
Spring Break-sign up with Student
Express and get FREE round trip
airline tickets to over 15 International destinations including Aruba. Dominican Republic. Costa Rica. Caribbean hot spots and more.
Why go with anyone else. Limited
offer - call now Commission rep positions also available 1-800-7873787. www studentexpress com
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Wanted
Got football tickets for this weekend
thai you would like to sell?
Call 419-354-3255
Subleasers needed immed. 2 Ig.
bdrm house Pets allowed. 222
S College 1sl floor 419-494-3793

1996 Dodge Ram Pick-up with
newer plow $4700 OBO

Call 419-409-0086
3 bedrooms. 2 baths
Fore closure only. $7200. For listings call 800-719-3001 ext H 584
PS2 with 8 games, including multi
tap 3 controllers. In perfect condition $200 or best offer 353-2938

Holiday Personals
SPRING BREAK Free food, parties
& drinks' Our students seen on
CBS' 48 Hours! Best Hotels Lowest prices' breakerstravel com.

APPLY NOW START NOW
$_12_25_Base/appt
Rex schedules around classes
Outstanding resume builder
Cust Sales/Service
No exp. necessary - we train
All ages 18-t Conditions Exist
■ Call Now'419-861-6133.
woriftorMudanH.com'np
Bartender trainees needed
S250 a day potential Local
positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 541
Get Paid For Your Opinions'
Earn S15-S125 & more per survey'
www.paidonlineopinions.com
Movie Extras/ Models needed.
No exp required, all looks & ages
Earn up to S100-500/day
1-888-820-0167 ext U112
Photographer is casting attractive
women (18*) (or paid modeling assignments. No exp. necessary. You
should have an attractive lace, figure, & personality. Flexible scheduling S30-75/ hr. Sale, fun, no pressure environment. Call Don tor details & interview. 419-732-2773.
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT- assist
persons with MR/DD with daily living
skills in a Residential setting. No experience necessary. Full/ Part-time
& sub positions available in Bowling
Green. Portage, Walbridge & Weston areas ranging from 15-75 hrs.
biweekly. S9.00-S12.90 per hr.
based upon experience High school
diploma/ GED required. Application
packet may be obtained from Wood
County Board ol MR/DD. 11160 E
Gypsy Ln Rd.. Bowling Green. Ent.
B Mon.-Friday. 8am-4 30pm E O.E
The City ol BG Parks & Recreation
Department is hiring adult basketball
officials and scorekeepers. Salary
up to Sl3/game. Deadline to apply is
Tues.. October 28. Complete an application at the Park office at 1291
Conneaut Ave and/or call 419-3546223 with questions The City of BG
is an equal opportunity employer.

HYDROPONICS is the answer
/^ to your winter
rj$£ gardening blues!
^>,
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Carefree Garden Center foe ess) gardening \«ir round, on
ynir deck, patm. living room, basement garage or green house Mithaiumiiiiuiinils|>aci' I M'tlielatestttflinolngv

ti i un HI safer, lx'!u-ri|ualiti. InrimponicaixlorgiuiicallvgrDUTi
pnxluiv ther s.(KIIiy| livtulmu'iitorycnniemeiitli lucateilwilhin
one mile uf tlie I'd & l" I interchange just >H Stale Route}'.

Carefree Garden Center
CfOpBllg Inc • 5050 Greenwich Kil • Settle, Oil 44273
<800)5S5-20.<I» issll) -(.'1-2(1112
wwH.earelreegarden.com
OPEN: AAon-Frj: 10am-6 cm ■ Saturday: 10am-2 Dm

For Rent
" Now leasing fully furn. efficiencies
Efficiencies avail now & second sem
$465 for 1 person, monthly leases,
includes all util.. cable, phone. Call
Buckeye Inn & Studios 352-1520.
1740 E. Wooster.
"' 1 bdrm. apt.. $450/mo incls. util
Single room , S225/mo , 2 blocks,
from camnus. quiet residential area.
Second sem., 2 bdrm apts. available
$450/mo Call 353-0325 9am ■ 9pm.
"Next sch yr 04-05 Listings Avail
Houses & Apis. Pick up 24.7 at
316 E. Merry 43 or will mail.
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm.
1 bedroom furnished
Quiet building. Third St.

419-352-3445
2 bdrm. apt. 1 block from campus
Off street parking. One year lease
$600/mo. 419-353-1005 (Kay)
2 bdrm. apt. avail now through Aug.
Close to campus! $535/mo. + elec.
Heat & cable incld Call 352-2660.

■ I 1 1■
'

■■■

Furnished. 1 bedroom in Sterling
Enclave. Jan. to Aug. S326 mo. &
util 440-796-2259. ask for Kara.
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
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ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
20

Obscuring hazes
Rob of "St Elmo's Fire"
Incense
Ready, willing and _
Support for glasses
Tenancy period
Hand
Suggest additional
revisions
21 Yakked on and on
22 Saroyan's "My Name Is
24 Suffix for approximations
25 Hand
33 Poet's preposition
34 Matter-of-fact
35 Saudi
36 Group of trees
39 Stately tree
41 Explode like Pmatubo
42"
Company"
44 PAU's successor
46 I told you so!

47
51
52
53
58
62
64
65
66
67
68
69

"M'A'S'H" co-slar
Shawm's offspring
Adhesive stuff
"Where Ihe Wild Things
Are" writer
Workout wear
Klutz
Present packaging
de corps
Playing with a full deck
Fastidious
France, once
In
(in actual being)
Marsh grass
Desperate
Former Turkish title
Additional
Adam and Mae
Correct: pref.
Upgrade guns
Hose material
A ways away
Mistreat
Mature
Paired for reproduction
Born in Boulogne
Probe

Hand
Velvet end?
Skunk River state
Skunks
Select a pseudonym
Hand
City on the Nile
Genealogical chart
Discharge
David of CNN
Switch positions
Hamilton bills

.
•-

40
43
45
48
49
50
53
54
55
56
57
59
60
61
63
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Creche trio
Bundle of items
Floors
All told
"The Virginian"
author Wisler
Surgical knife
Walk the floor
Town on the Firth of
Lorn
Clark's love
Continental dollar
Wave action
Lamenter's words
Chow _
Guessed figs.
Ump's colleague
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THINKING ABOUT (,RAI) SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
CA1 I THE W0R1 I) I I ADER IN II SI PR1 P ^,-aMMfc*,
M.'.IJI* •-!,)-• <^^j» jij.ia> ■»/,!m ■:>,■-*:♦ \\%\
Tf
1-800 -KAP-TEST • WWW.KAPLAN.tOM

Have a spooky Thursday

For Rent
MOVE IN TOMORROW
Studio & 1 bdrm apts. Rents trom
S320/ mo Call Charing Cross Apts
lor your tour (419) 352-0590.
Roommate needed next semester
S340 mo., new apt., own room, 2
baths, fireplace, walking distance to
campus. Call (585) 330-9831

X

2 bdrm unfurn. apt. 1/2 block from
campus. Available May 2004 1 year
lease Call 419-686-4700
4 girls seeking house mate.
Rent is S230/ mo.
Call 419-699-1700.

1

1.

1

For Sale
S500! Cars/trucks trom $500. Police
impounds. Hondas, Chevys etc. For
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558

"

I

m
Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn S1,000-$2.000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fund raising event.
Our free programs make
fund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program!
It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238
or visit

Help Wanted

»1 Spring Break Vacations' Hottest
Destinations-Best Prices Book
Now! Campus Reps Wanted. 1-800234-7007. endlesssummertours.com

*

1

VISA/MASTERCARD Approval
Agents. Earn $1,000/week potential
No experience necessary
1-800-821-3416 Ext 237

800-985-6789.
Travel

The Daily Crossword
Fix f^T^^I
brought to you by
Tj^^^y^J^^F

PARTIES

1-2-3 Bedroom apartments

FROM ONLY
$465!
• Ground tloor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking
WWITY SOUUf

iruamm

3

|HomeD*pot

Furnished or Unfurnished
available immediately.
Tenants pay gas and electric
Starting at $390.00 per month

N

t

FREE HEAT

Management Inc.
WILL BE RENTING FOR
2004-2005 STARTING
NOVEMBER 1st.
STOP BY FOR LISTING
Call 353-5800

/tfEfcCA
Management Inc,

716 E Wooster
1 bdrm #2
410/mo + Elec.
Across trom Campus
OPEN MOW

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apt. 1082 Fairview

= VARSITY
■ SQCJARE

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE.
INC.. RENTAL OFFICE

APARTMENTS

(419)3542260
Located at 319 E Wooster SI
across trom Taco Bell.

'Q» RESfv*
4 9 353 2277
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It's Do or Dye
Bull Creek Paintball Park

419-353-7715

t=*

*** Hfc

Evergreen Apt., 215 E Poe
2 Bdrm #66
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop
OPEN NOW

^V*

Management Inc.

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
check website
www.mecca bg.com
for complete listing
for next year.

All "day Basic Admissioni $2.99"
for open play Sunday only

exp 11(9/03
Bull Crtrt Paintball Part - Porugt 419-266-4799 • RIB Games - Bowling Green 419-353-217$
RtB Games - Flndlay 419427-217$ • P.SB Games - Fostorla 419-435-4225
NOW OPEN Bull Creek Indoor Paintball. 16021 Hermlll Rd . Rudolpti 419-266-4799
www.rbgames.com

Off-Campus Students
Pick Yours Up
Today!
THE INFORMATION DESK
Bowen-Thompson

Student Union
.and don't miss the valuable coupons inside!

.i

/(fl&CA
Management Inc.

A Division ol R&B Games - An action packed adventure!
30 Acre Paintball Park • Ten Playing Fields & Speedball
Pnvate Group Outings & Parlies • Paintball Gun Rental. Sales S Repairs
Largest Paintball Selection in Ihe area

2003-2004
CAMPUS PHONE
BOOKS ARE HERE!

2 Bdrm Apts /one 3 Bdmr Twnh.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal -11/2 Baths Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Running a Special
BGSU Bus stop
FEW OPEN NOW

WLDNKDRYS

COYOTE
WILD NIGHT
Fn. Oct. 24th

'Don't be afraid to
cross the street"

DJ
Sat. Oct. 25th

Every Monday thru
Wednesday
Captain $2.25
Bla.:Jt Velvet $2.00
Sfryy $2.50

Catwalir Blue
Beer of the
Month

Michelob Ultra

